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Page 12
In the first of a three-part preview
of the Thoroughbreds, Head Coach
Rob McDonald looks for more
offense to improve last season's 1735 record.

Super Bowl Sunday provides many opportunities for students to get together for a party with
all of the essentials - football, food and friends.

Budget
cuts
TRIO
funds
Melissa Kilcoyne
News Editor
mkilcoyne@thenl.'ws.org

)aaetllobb
College Life Editor
jrobb@thenews.org

Stress.
Whether it be from tests or
research papers, it is unavoidable,
but there are ways students can
unwind.
Essential Day Spa, located at 1309
}bbnson Blvd., offers many services
to help customers relax.
"We offer massages, ra<;a.r'Pe~a

Essential Day Spa
owner, said.
Snodgrass is licensed in massage
therapy and body treatments like
salt glows and body wraps. The spa
offers two types of body wraps, a
seaweed wrap and a rosemary mint
wrap.
Massages can be done privately
or side by side. Snodgrass said
many people like to relax in the
marble steam room before having a
massage.
"People can choose an essential
oil to be mixed with the steam," she
said.

Essential's also sells items customers can use at home.
"We offer all Avida (and) OPI
products for nails," Snodgrass said.
"Anything to create your own little
spa at home. It's a great idea around
fmals week."
Melanie Schlachter, therapeutic
massage therapist for Body Haven,
said massages help with relaxation
and bring circulation to the body.
"A lot of our clients will come in

see STUDENTS I 3

frin Cu.romins/guest
spas provide a variety of massages to help customers alleviate stress and relax after a stressful day. Massages, sudl
as the hot stone massage shown above, are only one way to reduce stress following a day of classes.

MSU freshman recovers after car accident
Casey's former roomsometime this summer.
Casey
has
made mate, said she has kept up
progress and has kept a with Casey's progress
A Murray State student positive attitude through- through several visits and
who was in a near-fatal out her rehabilitation, phone calls.
Casey went home to St.
automobile accident in Sandy Cowhey said.
From the accident, Louis to see "Chicago" at
November 2004 hopes to
return to school in the Casey suffered brain the Fox Theatre two
injuries that affected her weeks before Thanksgivfall.
Casey Cowhey, fresh- cognitive thinking and ing. She drove back to
Murray early Monday
man from St. Louis, is emotions.
Casey's
short-term morning and was about 15
unde.rgoing rehabilitation
and physical therapy for memory was also altered minutes away from Murinjuries sustained in the and she does not remem- ray when the accident
car accident, her mother, ber the accident or much occurred, Allen said.
Casey
immediately
from last semester, said
Sandy Cowhey, said.
· "We're keeping our fin- Sandy Cowhey. However, went into surgery for her
gers crossed," Sandy her therapy gives her head injury, Allen said,
Cowhey said Of Casey's confidence that all of her and was airlifted to VanIntentions to continue at memory will return, derbilt Medical Center in
Sandy Cowhey said.
Nashville.
Murray State in the fall.
She spent 18 days in a
"It's been a long haul
Casey's family has
worked with her profes- (with) small steps," she coma and was flown to St.
Louis after 12 days in
sors so she can fmish her said.
Kellen Allen, freshman Nashville. She stayed at
incomplete classes from
the fall 2004 semester from Harrisburg, Ill. and St. John's Mercy Medical

Marianne Stonefteld

Contributing Writer

\

Center for five weeks.
The doctor who operated on Casey thought she
had already passed away,
but went ahead with the
procedure because she
was only 18 years old,
Sandy Cowhey said.
"Our little miracle," is
what the doctors and
nurses at Vanderbilt
called her, Sandy Cowhey
said.
"She hasn't had a setback yet," she said of
Casey's progress since
she began rehabilitation
and physical therapy.
Casey shows weakness
on her left side, but she
walks normally and is
reading again despite
vision problems and a
patch over one eye, Sandy
Cowhey said.
No medication has

courtesy of Cowhey family

Casey Cowhey
been used during her
rehabilitation and physical therapy.
"You look at her and
(you would) never think
anything was wrong,"
Sandy Cowhcy said.
"She's so incredibly positive."

Three Murray State programs may
be discontinued after the 2005·06
school year if President George W.
Bush's budget proposal, which is
expected to be announced Monday,
passes in its current form.
Educational Talent Search, Upward
Bound and Adven- - - - - - tures in Math and " For a numScience help more ber of stuthan 800 middle dents, this is
and high school the only prostudents in the
that
Jackson Purchase gram
area prepare for they're in to
college.
provide this '
Susan Trebach, type of inforvice president of mation."
communications
at the Council for
Odelsia
Opportunities in
Torian
Education, said the
Educational
council expects
Talent Search
Bush's budget proDirector
posal to suggest a - - - - - $460 million cut from the TRIO programs, which is about SS percent of its
budget.
In more than 1,400 programs across
the country, 455,000 students receive
help in the college application
process, Trebach said. The majority
come from low-income families and
are ftrst-generation college students.
"Education is necessary for success,
and it is more so for lower-income
students because they don't have as
many resources and advantages," she
said. "These are the kinds of programs that gain bipartisan support
because those students get their education and become productive, taxpaying citizens."
Trebach said she hopes citizens
will urge their representatives to not
make the proposed cuts.
·
"We have many alumni of these
programs around the country, and we
think many of them will stand up and
say what these programs have done
for them," she said.
Doris Clark-Parham, director of
AIMS, said even though graduates of
the program are free to apply to college anywhere, many choose Murray
State, which helps enrollment.
"In addition to the success we have
of attracting and retaining our students in our program to attend MSU,
we also see results of additional students from their high schools also
coming to MSU," Clark-Parham said
via e-mail.
Odelsia Torian, director of Educational Talent Search, said the ETS
program began as a way to disseminate college information to high
school and middle school students
but was adjusted to help students on a
one on one basis.
"It is a program designed to get
information out to students and their
families about college and the college
process and requirements," she said.
Torian knows firsthand the importance of the TRIO programs because
of her involvement with it in college.
"If you take our programs out of the
schools, then there are a number of
students who won't receive information and won't end up applying to college," she said. "For a number of students, this is the only program that
they're in to provide this type of
information."
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•Police Beat
Thursday, Jan. 27
1:44 p.m. A student from Elizabeth College reported his vehicle had been broken into. More
than $300 worth of items were
stolen. The incident is under
investigation.
4:05 p.m. A caller from College
Courts spoke with an officer
regarding a threat made to her
on campus.
10:21 p.m. A caner in Regents
College parking lot reported
damage to his vehicle. An officer took a third-degree criminal
mischief report.
•

Friday, Jan. 28
U:22 a.m. An individual came

Misty Hayes/guest
Mohammed Benchellal, graduate student from Morocco, places a bid
at the Tsunami ReUefSUent Auction last week in the Curds Center.

Habitat campus group
seeks willing volunteers
The Murray State division of Habitat
for Humanity is starting up again and
needs people willing to help w ith fundraising, advertising, construction and
other duties.
A meeting is scheduled at 7 p.m.
Tuesday in the Curris Center theater
for anyone who is interested. For more
information, e-mail Chuck Hulick at
chuck.hulick@coe.murraystate.edu or
Bill Whitaker at bill.whitaker@murraystate.edu.

Japanese students need
willing host families
The Murray State English as a Second Language program is looking for
families who will provide a homestay
for a Japanese student from Feb. 20 to

Mar. 13. Each family will be compensated with $10 a day.
For more information, contact Kara
Short at 762-3917.

Congressmen to speak
at current issues lecture
The public is invited to attend a
presentation by Romano Mazzoli and
Manuel Lujan, two former U.S. Congressmen, at 7 p.m. Monday in
Wrather Western Kentucky Museum.
The topic is "Current Issues Before
Congress."
For more infor mation, contact the
government, law and international
affairs department at 762-2661.

Campus Briefly is compiled by Carrie
Pond, assistant ne~ editor. If you
would like to submit information for
Campus Briefly, phone 762-4480.

to the University Police Department to file a report regarding a
stolen cell phone. A report was
taken for theft by unlawful tak·
ing of items less than $300 in
value.
4:05 p.m. Julien Robinson, 20,
freshman from Paducah, was
arrested for burglary in the second degree regarding a stolen
television. At 12:26 a.m. on Jan.
31, Courtney Gardner, 20,
sophomore from Memp his,
Tenn., was arrested for the same
incident. The burglary took
place Jan. 18.

that nothing was missing and
the resident's items had only
been dumped on the floor in a
possible prank.
11:49 p .m . A request was made
for an officer to check on two
possib ly intoxicated individuals walking around the Expo
Cen ter. The subjects were
gone u pon arrival.

9 :32 a.m. A request was made
fo r an officer to escort an individual who had fallen down
some stairs in Alexander HaJJ
to Health Services.

Sunday, Jan. 30

Wednesday, Feb. 2

1:18

12:02 p.m. A Richmond Col-

p.m. An individual
advised that a person contacted him claiming her purse was
lost or stolen at the truck pull
in the Expo Center.
1:26 p.m. A caller from Calloway County High School
reported that pr operty was
destroyed because of the Expo
Center truck pull event during
the weekend and requested a
University officer. The Sheriff's
office said they would handle
the report.
11:02 p.m. Burned popcorn in a
seventh floor room activated
the fire alarm in Regents College.

Monday, Jan. 31
11:40 a.m. A caller from Blackburn Science building reported
a stolen laptop computer. A
report was taken for the unlawful taking of an item worth
more than $300 in value.
8:26 p .m. T he residence director of White College reported a
female resident rece1vmg
repeated prank phone calls.
10:49 p.m. The residence
director of Franklin College
re ported the burglary of a resident's room.
11:38 p.m. T h e residence

Saturday, Jan. 29
1:19 a.m. An individual from
Hester College reported th e
assault of a front desk worker.
The residence director was
advised and a housing professional was notified.
1:44 a .m. A resident returned
to find his room possibly burglarized. An officer advised

Thesday

Monday

Wednesday

$1.50 MARGARITAS
From Spm - 9pm

MARTINI
MADNESS

MILLER NIGHT
Bucket of Beer

r;-

6 Miller Lite Long Necks

75¢BUDBEER

1/2 Price Martinis
From .6pm - close

$10.00

CIDCAGO STYLE
PIZZA

Thesday, Feb. 1

lege resident requested to
speak with an officer regarding
vandalism to the student's
vehicle while it was parked in
the rear lot.
4:41 p.m. A resident adviser
from Regents College called in
the possible theft of a resident's driver's license on Jan. 27.
8:30 p .m . A caller from College Circle reported a reckless
driver north of Hart College.
The officer found the vehicle
parked upon arrival.
9:19 p.m. A caJier reported a
suspicious subject in the Thoroughbred Room of the Curris
Center. When the caller called
out to the person, the subject
ran out the back door.
Motorist assists - 2
Racer escorts - 6
Arrests- 2

Police Be.1t is compiled by Carrie Pond, assistant news editor,
with materials provided by
Public St1fety. All dispatched
calls are not listed. For a complete listing, visit www.thcnews.org.

Thursday
OYSTER NIGHT
I
50~ Oysters on the
Halfshcll
4pm -lOpm

9pm- close

~

PARTY ZONE •

Meet us 6pm, Wednesday, February 9 at '
Freed Curd Auditorium
for more information on these exciting opportunities!
Harrah's Metropolis is seeking part-timers who want to work weekend nights
(Friday and Saturday) only. Qualified candidates must have an upbeat, positive and
outgoing personality. Our goal is to bring an enthusiastic energy to make the Party
Zone a HIGH ENERGY casino entertainment experience. Must be 21 years of age.
This position has a potential of high compensation.

Drop-in or Log-on for a Great Opportunity
www.harrahs.com
(select the Metropolis Property and
click on the job MSU Party Zone)
I

To apply, please log-on or send resume to: 100 East Front Street, Metropolis, IL
62960; or Fax: (618) 524-6136. Equal Opportunity Employer.
You must attend the Harrahs presentation scheduled for Wednesday. Ft>brwuy 9 ar 6 p.m. in the Freed Curd Auditorium to be eligible to interview

I
• v

director of Franklin College
reported the burglary of a resident's room.
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Students use exercise, meditation to decrease anxiety
From Pagel
for routine work just to distress," said Schlachter.
Rather than spending
money to become relaxed,
students can go to the well·ness center to work off
stress by exercising.
Nikki Holland, junior from
New Castle, said, as an exercise science major, she was
taught to use exercise as a
form of stress relief.
"It's a good way to get
your distraction, and it's just
a healthy way instead of
relieving it another way,"
Holland, wellness center
employee, said.
Exercising helps keep a
person's "emotional base-

ment" from overflowing, she
Maddox said exercise is
definitely a healthy way to
said.
Holland said the type of relieve stress.
exercise to do for stress
"It's healthy,'' she said.
relief depends on the per- "You keep all that stuffbottled up inside, and you'll go
son.
''f know some guys they insane."
Another form of relaxlike the power weight lifting," she said. "I personally, ation is meditation. Meditain high school, (played) bas- tion is the process of learnketball to relieve stress."
ing how to give up attachto
distracting
Evonne Maddox. senior ments
from Ft. Mitchell, said exer- thoughts to bring a new clarcise is a wonderful way to ity to all aspects of life.
relieve stress, and it makes
"I feel
much more
her forget about her bills.
calmer," Peggy Schrock,
"I pay for all my tuition associate professor of art
and all my bills myself," she history, said. "(I) get a better
said. "At times it seems like sense of what's important
it's a little overbearing so I and how to deaJ with stresscome and exercise to get my ful situations." '
Schrock said meditation
mind off everythlng."

can be frustrating if people
are impatient. If people push
themselves and get frustrated, it can be difficult.
"If you just relax a little bit
and don't push yourself and
expect too much too fast it
comes,'' she said. "It does
take effort."
By learning how to calm
the mind, a person can learn
how to quiet the static and
fmd their focus.
A
meditation group,
which will be open to students, faculty and staff, will
be starting on campus. A
starting date bas not been
set for the ,meditation group.
For more information about
the contact kimberly.ritch
@murraystate.edu.

Erin Cummins/guesl

Trisha Thompson gets a massage from Marcy
Snodgrass, owner of Essential Day Spa.
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For someone close

•

to your heart... 'So/J)!f,.L

•••

You are here.

0

~

Gift certificates available in Valentine"'s Day aesigns.

~Where

will
<?you go
(/next?

'-

Give the gift of health ana
Massage Center
caring to someone special this Valentine's Day!

MAX CARMAN
O UTSTANDING TEACHER AWARD
'

For recognition of teaching excellence as evidenced by his/her
effectiveness and ability to motivate and inspire students in the
· classroom and outside the classroom.

PLEASE COMPLETE THE FO LLOWI NG INFORMATION
I, _______________ would like to nominate

1608 Hwy. 121 Bypass N.
Country Square
Murray., KY.

~

Call for an appointment
270-767-0045
866-505-0045

··~·····~·····~ ~

~·····~·····"··

Super Cell

JIM BAURER OUTSTANDING STAFF
SERVICE AWARD
For recognition of a staff member who has gone above and beyond
the call of prescribed duty and shown exceptional dedication with
regard to the students of.Munay State University.

PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION
I, -------------~-----------• would Hke to

------------------------------- for the award.

nominate_______________________ for the reward.

1. In what department does the faculty member teach?
'

1. What area does the staff member work in?____________________

2. Have you had them in class? If so, what class?
2. What qualities do you feel this staff person has U1at would qualify him/her
for this award?

3. Is he/she readily available for assistance outside of class?

4. What qualities do you feel this teacher has that would qualify
them for this award for outstanding classroom performance?

(Nominee must have four years teaching experience at MSU.)
(Nominee must have five (5) years full time employment at MSU)

Student's Signature ___________ Date ______

Student's Signature______________________ Date.____________

Major ___________Phone,...---------

Major__________________ Phone _________________

.

RETURN FORM TO SGA OFFICE BY NOON,
FEBRUARY 28, 2005.
PlEASE USE ADDITIONAL SHEETS IF NECESSARY.

RETURN FOTM TO SGA OFFICE BY NOON, FEBRUARY 28. 2005
PLEASE USE ADDITIONAL SHEETS IF NECESSARY

•
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OPINION

OplnJon Editor: Elizabeth Cawein
Phone: 762-446R

TRIO programs may get ax
K under president's proposal
$460 million to be cut nationwide
Who are you pulling
for in the Super Bowl?
''lbe Patriots. I
want the AFC to
win if the Titans
or Pittsburgh
don't."
JlmAsbby

CO~T WORRY
\OU'L \_ BE JUST

FINE ...

OUR VIEW:

Issue:

senior, Robards

PRESIDENT
BusH's PROPOSED BUDGET,

"I want to see the
Patriots pull

another one off.
I'm not a fan of
Philadelphia or
McNabb."
Andrew Hanser

IF PASSED, WILL
CUT FUNDING

FOR THREE OF
THE PROGRAMS
UNDER THE
UMBRELLA OF

TRIO,
EQUALING A

freshman, Cincinnati

TOTAL OF $460
MILUON AT

"The Eagles. The
Patriots are like
the Yankees everyone got tired
of them winning
and they lost this
year, so now it's
time for the
Patriots to lose."

UNIVERSITIES
NATIONWIOJo;.

!'!bets df'ttte: tm1~rs~tY

Jenny Smith
sophomore, Fulton

Position:

"The Super
Bowl? Is that a
new band? Wait a
minute, the
Eagles are getting
back together?

THE PROGRAM

CUTS WOULD
HAVE A
SIGNIFICANT
EFFECT ON

MURRAY

Yes!"

STATE. THERE

Stephen Hunt

WOULD BE

junior, Paducah

DAMAGING

EFFECTS NOT
Ricky Agostln/ The News

...........................!

JUST FOR THE
UNIVERSITY,
BUTFOR1~E
STUDENTS

TRIO
PROGRAMS
HELP EACH

2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071-3301
E-mail: thenews@murraystate.edu
Fax: 762-3175
www.thenews.org

Vanessa Childers
Editor In Chief • 762-68n

Melissa Kilcoyne
News Editor • 762-4468

Elizabeth Caweln
Opinion Editor • 762-4468

Janet Robb
College Life Editor • 762-4468

Nathan Clinkenbeard
Sports Ed1tor • 762-4481
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Online Editor • 762-4480
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Chief Copy Editor · 762-4468
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Visual Editor • 762-4468
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Advertising Manager • 762-4478

Joe Hedges
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The Murray State News strives to be the University community's source for information.
Our goal is to present that informat1on In a
lair and unbiased manner and also provide a
free and open forum for expression and debate.
The Murray State News offers a hands-on
learning environment for those students Interested In journalism or other fields relating to the
production of a newspaper.
The campus press should be free from censorship and advance approval of copy; and, its
editors should be free to develop their own editorial and news policies,
The Murray State News Is prepared and edited by students and is an officeal publication of
Murray State University. The first copy of The
Murray State News is free .
Additional copiqs are available for 25 cents
at 11 1 Wilson Han.

The staff editorial is the majority opinion of the editorial board
of The Murray State News. The
editorial board is composed of
all section editors.
..
When President Bush delivered hls State of the Union
~·.~es$JW~duesgpy•.s9me mem-

YEAR.

eommu-

nfcy were affected by his words
more than the average citizen.
In the address, he discussed
plans to reduce or eliminate 150
government programs "that are
not getting results, or duplicate
current efforts, or do not fulfill
essential priorities." These
drastic reductions could have a
hefty impact on Murray State in
the coming year.
If the budget proposal goes
through as planned, three TRIO
programs will be cut completely, a total of $460 million nationwide, 55 percent of TRIO's total
funding, according to the
Chronicle of Higher Education.
The damage at Murray State
would be significant.
Upward Bound, Upward
Bound Adventures in Math and
Science and the Educational
Talent Search are the programs
under the ax. The programs are
targeted at high school students
who meet certain minimum
academic and financial requirements. More specifically, the

TRI

programs largely target firstget'eration college students and
those from low income families
who might not otherwise be on
the university-bound path.
Upward Bound invites 50
qualified students to spend six
weeks during the summer at the
Uni-versity, working in class-rooms at no cost to the participants.
After their summer experiences are complete, the students continue to be contacted
throughout the year by newsletters, phone calls and personal
visits, keeping them motivated
to perform well in school, as
well as encouraging them to
choose Murray State when they
graduate.
So why are Upward Bound,
AIMS and ETS under the
umbrella of programs not getting results?
TRIO programs are integral to
enrollment and recruitment for
Murray State and universities
across the nation because they
are specifically designed to help
students overcome class, social
and cultural barriers to higher
education.
According to information provided by Doris Clark-Parham,
director of Upward Bound
AIMS, students in the Upward
Bound program are four times

more likely to earn an
rgraduate degree than students
from similar backgrounds who
did not participate.
Additionally, since 1965, 2.2
million students nationwide
have graduated from college
with the ass)J;tance of TRIO
progl*aih'S.
"We currently have 20 graduates of our AIMS program
enrolled at Murray State,"
Clark-Parham said. "Many of
these students statistically
would not have attended college
if not for our program."
Clearly the impact of these
programs is far-reaching and
critical to the educational
opportunities of students who
might not otherwise be able to
attend college.
In some communities, TRIO
programs are one of the only
avenues for students to break
through barriers to higher education. Upward Bound and ETS
affect more than 800 students
each year through Murray State.
In today's job market, a col!
lege education is becoming
more necessary for success.
Without TRIO programs, many
students will miss out not only
on a degree, but also the college
experience - not to mention the
doors which will close to them
in the world of employment.

•Your 011it1ic>t1
WKU News might be
better paper name
We might as well change the
name of our paper to The Western Kentucky News.
I recognize I am somewhat
removed from campus and
nowhere close to the daily happenings of the University, but I
bet there is a plethora of news
items and events taking place in
Murray that need local coverage,
especially when you consider
three of the biggest stories/photos/graphics from the Jan. 28
issue of The Murray State News
are Western Kentucky University-related.
I am well aware of your rationale toward running the story
regarding the WKU alcohol policy. trying to make the point that
such an enormous ruling took
place in our region and that it

could just as easily affect us.
I am also aware the MSU-WKU
basketball series is significant
and is a rivalry that has taken
place for years.
But is it really necessary to
make these things our main
focus? I signed onto the College
Heights Herald Web site this
morning, Western Kentucky's
university newspaper, and I did
not find a single story that mentioned us. They didn't have an
editorial cartoon that featured a
horse. They didn't have their
staff agreeing or disagreeing with
the tuition increase for the wellness center.
So why are we giving them free
press? And more importantl>··
why are we more concerned with
what WKU is doing than what is
going on in our own backyard?
As a former News staffer, the
Herald is our biggest compcti-

tion. No, we're not competing for
readership, but our goal is to put
out a better product and have the
edge in terms of design, content
and creativity. So how silly it
must look today when they sign
on or pick up our delivered paper
to see that WKU is plastered all
over our headlines in OUR paper,
or that OUR staff members arc
sitting around giving their opinions on a matter concerning
another schooL
I understand how difficult it is
to get out and find quality stories
every week in Murray, especially
with a full class load and the daily
stresses of college staring you in
the face. But if we want to continue to improve our own publication and if we are interested in
staying on top in Kentucky with
our excellent weekly newspaper,
then a little extra work is going to
be necessary.

Let's get back to what has made
The Murray State News great,
which is producing great stories
about great people on a great
campus - OUR campus.
ChrisM. Jung
junior
Murray

Write to us
The Munay State News welcomes commentaries and letters
to tbe editor. Letters~ be
400 WOrds or less an4 ~ be
signed. Contributors ahoul,..
inClude addresseJ and ·~~
numbers for verification. ~
include hometown. dassiftcation. title or relationship to the
University.
Commentaries should be lilnited to 500 words. The Mum.y
State News reserves the ~ ro
edit for style. aength and COiitent.
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EditOrial misses point on alcohol greater
Super dip
than
super Bow:1
I n MY
Opinion

Chris
Cox
''ALTHOUGH
MOST COLLEGE
STUDENTS MAY

BE READY TO
SHED THEIR
ADOLESCENT
SKIN,
UNIVERSITIES
DO THEIR BEST
TO CURB
ASCENSION
INTO
ADULTHOOD."

Circumstances surrounding Western Kentucky University's new policy prohibiting alcohol in fraternity houses, and The Murray
State News' corresponding
pro-policy stance, are something of an anomaly. While I
trumpet any efforts made to
increase the· safety of students both on and off campus, the prohibition on
behalf of WKU seems to be
the symptom of an already
festering
disease,
as
opposed to a call for safety.
Rebuttals to prohibition
of this sort are typically
merited by clailns of suppressed individual rights
and the storied history of
the Volstead Act. While I
agree whole-heartedly with
such arguments, the crux of
the issue is not a student's
capacity to drink freely, but
the degree to which a student's personal responsibility is impeded by university
administrators.
Universities are institutions of learning and knowledge, but such personal
growth is not limited to the
classroom. An axiom such
as "the college experience"

TObAY, WE

speaks of more than the
works of Voltaire or graphing linear equations -: it
entails a societal rearing,
one in which students
secede
from
parental
guardianship and begin to
account for their own
actions and responsibilities.
For the ftrst time in their
lives, students must perform chores, set aside time
for studying, attain fmances
and monitor their expenses
without a paternal hand to
guide them. Students may
be loath to accept such burdens. were they not offset
by a superfluity of newfound freedoms.
Of course, these freedoms
are restrictively theoretical.
Although most college
students may be ready to
shed their adolescent skin,
universities do their best to
curb ascension into adulthood. Acting as "de facto"
parents, university administrators impose rules aimed
at curtailing cohabitation,
dictating when, where and
how a student may eat and
even what types of appliances are suitable for their
living quarters. If Jane's
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boyfriend wants to visit her ing and academic in the
dorm room Jane must sign realms of community ser- ·
him in, he must leave a pic- vice or scholarship, yet
ture ID and God forbid he somehow incapable of
spends the night. Some responsibly managing alcomight argue that such mea- hol intake.
sures are enacted to ensure
Undoubtedly, prohibition
I love the Super Bowl, but I don't
the safety of the students, can, to at least some degree,
understand
it.
but where is the point of create an aura of safety. Of
It's
not
that
I don't understand the
departure from safety and course, a SO-foot moat with
rules
of
the
game,
or how the two
security to overbearing pro- electric eels and starved
teams
ended
up
contending
for the
tectiveness? College stu- alligators surrounding Murtitle.
I
just
don't
understand
the
hype.
dents, by an overwhelming ray State's campus could
I
hate
to
be
a
typical
woman,
I
realmajority, are all legal adults, probably do much to propel
ly
do.
I'm
always
the
one
trying
to
yet universities feel it nee- safety. The implementation
break
barriers
and
essary to treat students as of both feats rings hollow in
and
extensions of their pubes- the ears of those with a stereotypes
prove
women
can
cent selves, rather than common sensibility condo
anything
and
be
accounting for adulthood.
cerning their own empowinterested
in
anyAlcohol prohibition in erment over safety. Univerfraternity houses is just sity officials should, when thing, even football
another proclamation by a considering policy proce- or rugby or other
that
group of oversouls who dures, remember that as a activities
involve
being
_,_,,..assume the default attribut- part of the learning process,
bloody
and
hitting
es of students to be immatu- students should be afforded
rity, irresponsibility and the ability to think for them- people.
And though I've
unaccountability. Robert selves in social settings, just
done
nothing for the III:J~W
Edwards, WKU assistant as they are encouraged to
past
two
weeks but Elizabeth
vice president for Universi- do in the classroom.
profess
my
love for Cawein
ty Relations was quoted as
the
Super
Bowl,
comsaying "(There will be)
mer
cials,
halftime
shows and the
more emphasis on public
obligatory
chips
and
Rotel
cheese dip,
and community service,
I
must
admit
the
painful
troth.
scholarship and fellow- Chris Cox is a mass commuI don't get it.
ship." I find it remarkable nications graduate student
What's
the big deal? It's a game. A
that students are self-sufftc- from Owensboro.
bunch of guys covered in padding get
together to bit and tackle each other,
throw a ball in the air and run up and
down a fteld. Furthermore, thousands
upon thousands of people gather
around TVs or pay hundreds of dollars for tickets to view this spectacle.
In the end, one team wink and one
team doesn't, all the people who bet
on the wrong team lose p1oney, the
people who bet on the winners have
bragging rights for a year and we'H all
talk about the major plays and halftime show wardrobe malfunctions
around the water cooler for weeks.
I just can't bring myself to get
caught up in the hype. But we must go
back to why exactly I'm still so amped
about the big day.
Rotel cheese dip.
I know, dip is a borderline ridiculous reason to get so excitea ~gpt
event that you actually throw or
attend a party. And I know what
you're probably trunking. What the
hell is so great about some dip, anyway? Clearly the most magnificent
sporting event of the year is far more
important than a measly bowl of
cheese dip.
And that, my friend, is where you
are wrong.
What can the Super Bowl do for
nence at a young age is not tives
decades
after you? It can make you frustrated or
just the smart thing to do, it approval. They seem to
ecstatic or a combination of the two
is the right thing to do." I favor men getting to have
emotions for a good three or four
also agree with Clinton that more sex without caring hours and allow you to swear at the
abstinence-only education about the consequences of TV with 27 of your closest friends.
programs are inadequate. sex for women.
But can it please your taste buds?
Teens sometimes choose to
1 am not a supporter of Will its perfect blend of cheesy goodhave sex no matter what abortion. I am passionately ness, melded with Rote! tomatoes and
they are told and informa- pro-life and I wish that Tobasco sauce, melt in your mouth?
tion must be made available abortion was never invent- Will it ftt ever so perfectly into the
to them so their decision is ed I can't change the Roe
scoop of your chip?
v. Wade decision, but I can
Will it blow your culinary mind?
the safest possible.
Pregnancy pr evention is realize women had aborYeah, I didn't think so.
And will it be there, waiting for you
another key component in tions before 1973, whether it
reducing abortion occur- was legal or not. Abortion in the refrigerator the Monday after,
rence. Equal access to fam- being legal should not be
inviting you back to remember what a
ily planning services must the
focus.
Preventing good time you had together?
be made available. Low- unplanned or unwanted
And years from now, will you
income women are typical- pregnancies is much more
remember exactly who played in
ly underserved in all practical. I can support every Super Bowl, or will you rememaspects of healthcare. All common-sense approaches ber the parties and, ergo, the dip?
women need information to to lessen the number of
Some guys will throw a ball around
make the best decisions for abortions
performed,
for a while, someone will win and it'll
their lives. Equal access to whether proposed
by be done. Finito. The End.
contraceptives is also Democrats·or Republicans.
But my Rote! dip? It will always
extremely important. It
hold one big advantage over the Super
annoys me that insurance
Bowl.
companies began providing
Mmm, leftovers.
coverage for Viagra almost
the day it was approved by Rachel Southerland is a Elizabeth Cawein is the opinion editor
the FDA, but lack coverage junior liberal arts major for The Murray State News and can be
for prescription contracep- from Melber.
contacted at ecawein@thenews.org.
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Clinton's Roe v. Wade comments need defense
In My
Opinion

A recent article in The
New York Times piqued my
interest. It covered Senator Hillary Clinton's speech
to the New York State Family Planning Providers
about abortion. Abortion is
one of the most controversial topics to address.
Vehement opinions and
emotions occupy both sides
of the debate and moderate
opinions are rarely found.
However, Clinton's speech
was refreshing.
At the beginning of her
speech, Clinton restated her
support for Roe v. Wade
and her position that the
government should have no
control over a woman's
reproductive
choice. I
thought this was fairly predictable and almost quit
reading. Then
Clinton
made a surprisingly simple,
yet sensible statement
about abortion, "The fact is
that the best way to reduce
the number of abortions is
to reduce the number of
unwanted pregnancies."

Rachel
Southerland
"I CAN'T
CHANGE THE

ROEV. WADE
DECISION, BUT

I

CAN REALIZE
WOMEN HAD
ABORTIONS

BEFORE

1973,

WHETHER IT
WAS LEGAL OR
NOT."

When women choose to
have abortions, our healthcare, education and family
planning systems have
failed them. Clinton cited
some surprising statistics "the U.S. has one of the
highest rates of unintended
pregnancy in the industrialized world, more than (1.5
million) unintended pregnancies end in abortion (per
year)." Reducing instances
of abortion requires our
social systems to work
together effectively.
In a very un-political
move, Clinton proposed
several specific steps to
reduce the occurrence of
abortions. The following
are my favorites. First, she
upheld religious and moral
values as being the major
reason teens abstain from
sex. I agree that lawmakers
should embrace this fact
and support teen education
programs that include abstinence. Clinton championed what she called "teen
celibacy" and said, "absti-

If this wall/stall
could talk, part 2

Annoying birds
actually not real
If you're ever walking
across campus in the
evening and sense ,at any
moment you are in danger
of being attacked by the
swarrns of birds you bear
squawking loudly in the
trees. fear not.
The noises you're hearing are actually simulated
• •• birds played over a loud
speaker system in order to
scare real birds away.
Double duty: scaring
birds and pedestrians alike.

Since our initial sunrey of
bathroom reading material
last semester, some new
and surprisingly more
encouraging messages have
been popping up in stalls on
campus. Instead of the typical slurs and insults found
during our last readings, we
found humor and inspira~
tion, in the least expected of
places - the john.
In Faculty Hall. the plirases read like a motivational
book by Dr. PhiL

t

horse's
mouth

<,
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ln bright white pen was
wtitten:. "Srilile at both the
good and the bad and •life
will be that much easier"
and "Hope for the best and
work for the rest."
'
The same author also
penned "LO$ers ate ollly
winners, who qUit.. in her
trio of •maxims. but it was
rebuffed by another writer.
who responded with the
following: "Are you ealling
second-place finishers quitters? They lost, but l
haven't noticed many of
them giving up. Isn't that
kind of narrow?''

:

:;

Unusual

their debut appearance?
Tell "Straight from the
celebrations
horse's mouth" about your:
When was the last time weirdest Valentine's Day
you got a severed pig'$ experience.
tonP,e from. your signifiWe Will select the funni~
cant other as a $ytp.bol of est or weirdest stories and
their Jmctying love?
run them in next week's
· Was your last Valentine's "Straight from the. horse's
full of socks. T ,-shirts and mouth."
underwear?
Call 762-4468 or email
Have you ever celebrated. ecawein@thenews.org.
V~ntine's Day in an odd,
Seen something humorous,
funny or unique way? Evet confusing or outraging on
receive or give a strange campus? Let us know. Send
gift? Or will this year be the
tips for • • •
· the
to
year for your.~ ,._)
gift-giving skills to make ecawein@thenews. rg.

:

:
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Ensembl~ prepares for
Campus group plans
Can1:egie appearance
Stephanie Zeller
Staff Writer
szeller@thenews.org

As one of two college
groups selected to play at
Carnegie Hall in March,
Murray State's Symphonic
Wind Ensemble will debut
four commissioned pieces
of music under the direction of Dennis L. Johnson.
. Johnson, director of bands
and orchestras, said the
w ind ensemble played at
Carnegie Hall in 1991 and
the group's "good national
reputation" is one reason
Murray State was invited to
perform.at the Third Annual New York Wind Band
Festival.
T he festival is meant to
serve an educational purpose, said Johnson, and
many high school bands will
attend the concert and clin-

ics held by the two collegiate conductors.
Including hotel, transport,
flight and meals, the trip
will cost the group roughly
$60,000, Johnson said.
T he ensemble has held
several functions to help
raise money for the trip
including a _benefit concert
in November 2004. The
members also cleaned the
Regional Special Events
Center and helped set up
and tear down decorations
for the December commencement ceremony, said
Jacob Hein, treasurer for
the wind ensemble.
.
"We probably raised close
to $20,000 with donations
from the president's office,
the provost, the dean of
Humanities and Fine Arts
and the music department,"
said Hein, junior trumpet
player from Henderson.

The Murray State News
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festival

To
raise
additional
money, the members of the
ensemble plan to sell food
at the 58th Annual QuadState Senior Band Festival
from Feb. 24-26. Four hundred students from 75
schools are expected to
attend the festival in Lovett
Auditorium.
Johnson commissioned
four composers to write
four new pieces of music
that will be debuted at
Carnegie Hall. In addition
to the fund-raising. the
musicians have been practieing the new music.
Although it is a risk to
commission music. Johnson
said he chose the composers because he is familRashod Taylor/ fhe New~
iar and impressed with their Drew Farmer (middle). junior from Kings Mountain, and Bethany Terry (right).
compositions.
sophomore from Paducah, practice the french hom in the Doyle Fine Arts Center.
"Quite a few pieces are
challenging," Hein said.
the instruments.
sider playing at Carnegie Nashville International airHe said the musicality of
Lindsey Rogers. senior Hall to be the highlight of port at 1 p.m. March 27. The
the piece helps represent trombone player from their
musical
career," performance is scheduled
the subject of the song. Edwardsville, Ill.. said she Rogers said. "There are not for 8 p.m. March 29, and a
"Flight," a piece written by will lengthen the time she very many people who nave reception will follow at the
· Brian Balmagcs about a spends in the practice room been able to play at Vatan Indian Restaurant
Carnegie Hall."
located at 409 3rd Ave. in
glider that is shot out into to prepare for the concert.
. space, is expressed through
"Many people would conTnc ensemble departs New York City.

National Guard offers incentives to retain, attract quality participants
a full-time status," Sanders
said. "People assume that by
joining the National Guard
they will be immobilized,
In response to difficulty
which could keep them
meeting recruitment quotas,
from wanting to talk with
the Army National Guard is
recruiters."
offering new incentives,
Despite the sags in
including
reenlistment
recruiting QUlltas, the Guard
bonuses up to $15,000.
continues to offer benefits.
"Nationally, the Guard is
uNot only does the Guard
down about 15,000 people,''
provide you with training
Sgt. 1st Class Bill Sanders,
needed to succeed in the
career · counselor, said. "As
competitive world, but also
far as incentives go, we feel
Michal]l Mrlnurinc/T/w News
self-disciplisw, leadership
it is necessary to keep up
with other services in order Chad Vance. junior from Paducah. warms up for ROTC training by doing push- and management skills."
ups. ROTC
came back to Murray State at the beginning of the school year.
Maj. Richard Palmer said.
to stay competitive."
f
"Plus it pa}'s 100 percent
Maj. Richard Palmer, offi- tary for sL'I( years and $7,500 tary occupational specialty. diers will be sent overseas.
Sanders said another rea- . "The National Guard is assistance to any state
cer in the Department of for three years. For firstMilitary Science. said new time recruits. $6,000 and son the incentives are being known for being a part-time accredited college."
Contrarily, the Kentucky
incentives include $15,000 $10,000 incentives are offered is because of the military; however, now we
for reenlisting in the mili- offered. depending on mili- increased likelihood sol- are being utilized as more of National Guard is not hav-

Jessica Wade

Contributing Writer

ing any trouble meeting its
quotas, said Palmer.
Having his college education paid for was one aspect
of the National Guard Josh
Monroe, junior from Murray and member of the
ROTC program, found
appealing. He said while the
program has completely
changed in the last few
years, he is still glad he got
involved.
"Of course not having to
worry about tuition is
great," Monroe said. "But
being involved with the
ROTC program as well as
the Guard has been a great
opportunity to figure ' out
what l want to do with
life."

my

The brothers of Pi Kappa Alpha cordially invite the
following ladies to the Valentine's Crush Dance
Feb: 10 8-12 p.m. at Murray Calloway County
11

D AYCARE on
WELCH DR."
" Wangsta"
.
(Not Tara Chandler)
Abby Felix
Abby Miller
Ali Christ
Alicia Christ
Alicia M athis
Alison Epperson
Ally McMillian
Allysa Lewis
Amanda Beth
Bridges
Amanda Carter
Amy Byassee
Amy Ligons
Amy Rogers
Amy Stallings
Amy Bean
Angie Hiten
Ann Flowers
A nne Hawley
Annie Snyder
Ashleigh Barnhill
, Ashley Arnold
Ashley D avis
Ashley Dunn
Ashley Gamble
Ashley G ivens
Ashley H enderson
Ashley Lanham
Ashley Mea dor
Ashley Pritchett
Ashley Stanton
Ashley Wheatley
Bailey Murphey
Becky Boss
Becky Payne
Beth Ann Dunavant
Beth Baril
Beth Brockman
Beth Rosser
Beth Wyman
Be thany Oark
Blair Joseph
B-Luv
Brenna Coffey

.

Britney Bogard
Brittany H argrove
Brooke Fugate
Casey Cornelison
Casey Janet
Cassie Wells
Chelsea Thom pson
Ch erie Stivers
City of Com pton
Claudia D ishon
Courtney Nelson
Courtney Re}'I!olds
Dan a Waggener
Diane Sater
Eliz abeth Costa
Emily Bridges
Emily Goehman
Emily Scott
Emily Smith
Emily Wilson
Erin Strader
Eva Longoria
Faith G riffith
H alle Berry
H annah G oodlnan
Holly Temple
Holly Walker
Janessa Morton
Janna Wyatt
Jayme Gordon
Jenn Carter
Jenn Enoch
Jenni Heidenfelder
Jennifer G uthrie
Jenny Block
Jenny Drake
Jentrie Seals
Jessica Garrison
Jessica Payne
Jessica R eed
Jessie Riddle
Jill Fulkerson
Joanna Gordon
Jodi Martin
Jordyn Compton
Kacee Stonecipher
Karl Jones
Kate Quaka
Katie Arnzen
Katie McGregor

Katie McMahan
Katie Sh elboume
Katie Stout
Kayla Elliott
Kellen Allen
Ke lli Fitzpatrick
Kelly English
Kelly Kapowski
Kelly Reeves
Kelly Riley
Kelsea Riley
Kendra Brown
Kerri Anderson
Kim Burgess
Kristen Yates
Kristin Rob erts
Kristin Strebler
Kristin Taylor
Lacey McGinnis
Lacy Hocking
Landy Syler
Lane De nnison
l aura Benjamin
Laura Manning
Lauren Brown
Lauren Granger
Lauren jones
l auren Moore
Layton Noel
Leah Barker
Leighann Leavell
Leslie Whitehead
Lianne Whie
Lindsey Ham
Lindsey H~rley
Lindsey Koester .
Lindsey Melton
Lindsey Thatcher
Lulu Atieh
M ade Fletcher
Mallory Cathey
Mary Hannon
Mary Rybicki
Mary Van Jolly
Megan Chaney
Megan Fondaw
Megan Haverstock
M egan Rogers
Meghan King
M eghan Mottaz

This is a semi-formal event.

Melissa Engle rt
Me lissa Lilly
Miche lle Pasoeauv
Momma Nancy
Monica Morrison
Nicole De witt
Nika D ew itt
Nikki G room
Nillie Djassemi
Paige Hurt
Paige Poyner
Paris Hilton
Paula Singer
Rachealjaenichen
Rachel Barga
Raegan Mo rton
Rebecca Briggs
Robyn Futrell
Sara Rohl
Sara Swiney
Sara Th omas
Sarah D ra ke
Sarah Misbach
Sarah Powell
Sarah Shardein
Sarah Shoo k
Sarah Weiss
Shandi Puckett
Stephanie O ark
Susan Compton
Susan G reen
Tara Chandle r's
Mom
Tara Erby
Tiffany Elam
Tiffany Lampkin
Tiffany Snow
Tina Andolina
Toba
Tonya Wirgau
Tracey Winter
Valerie Lewis
Valerie Penny
Virginia Taylor
Whitney Medley
Women of Omega

Xi
Women of the Bursar's Office

Now you
don't have
to get dressed
to get your
news!
Everything in our
newspaper and more is
iust a click away at:

thenelArs.org
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Kentucky ranks at bottom of chart on women's health
"Forty-five percent of
(Kentucky's)
women
report they do not have any
leisure time for ' physical
activity in their life,"
Etheridge said. "(The
national average) is 29 perresearchers)
haven't cent. This is the most dislooked at Kentucky closely crt!pant statistic. (Addisince 2002. Even though tionally,) more women
the specific data is from report feeling unhealthy
2002, (that information) is overall."
used in the 2004 report."
Etheridge said a possible
The results of the survey reason for the poor state of
rank Kentucky poorly in women's health in Ken·
every area, especially tucky is economics.
health and well-being.
"(Kentucky) is 49th in
"In terms of health and terms of women graduating
well-being, (Kentucky) is with bachelor's degrees,"
failing in areas of physical sh~ said.
exercise, obesity, smoking
Etherldge also said 15
and general nutrition," percent of families in KenEtheridge said.
tucky have a single woman
In fact, Kentucky placed a~ the bead of the houselast in women's healthcare, hold. Of those 15 percent,
behind every other state 50 percent of those women
and Washington, D.C.
make $15.000 or less, which
"We exceed the national is significantly below the
average in terms of per- poverty line.
centages of smokers.'' she
"Most of those women
said. "Nearly 30 percent of don't have access to health·
Kentucky women smoke care," she said. "At the rate
compared to 21 percent insurance
costs
arc
nationwide."
increasing, in 2010 more
Other statistics are just as than 20 percent of women
startling. The percentage of who are heads of houseobese women in Kentucky holds will not have health
is nearly 29 percent.
insurance."

National survey
evaluates states
Carrie Pond
Assistant News Editor
cpond@thenews.org

A recent national study
ranks Kentucky among the
nation's lowest in women's
issues.
Jane Etheridge, director
of the Women's Center,
said every two years. a
national institute for women's policy research closely
investigates the situation
for women in six to eight
states in areas such as economic autonomy, education, political participation,
health and well-being and
reproductive rights.
After conducting this
close investigation, all 50
states are ranked using the
information obtained from
the last close-up investigation.
The study ranked Kentucky as 47th.
"This information might
not be accurate right now,"
she
said.
"(The

Etheridge said the Ken- their health suffers."
Lyle said women are the
tucky Commission on
Women is working to make largest users of Health Serthings better for women in vices and it offers a variety
Kentucky.
of services, such as pap
..(The commission) is a smears, clinical breast
voice for women in Ken- exams,
health
risk
tucky," she said. "They are appraisals and education.
holding meetings all across
She also said one way to
the state in response to improve the healthcare sitreports of the sad state of uation for women is to
women in Kentucky."
mentor them to become
Judy Lyle, health educa- more confident.
"A lot has to do with selftor at Health Services, also
believes economics has esteem and assertiveness,
much to do with the poor and many women don't
healthcarc for Kentucky have that," Lyle said.
"(Women) need to be the
women.
"If your economic state leaders in their own healthisn't very good, many times care. They need to know
your access to healthcare what screenings they need
isn't very good either," she so they can initiate conversaid. "The poorer the state. sations with their healththe more likely the health- care professionals. Women
care in the state is to suf- need to go in and say 'Hey,
I'm 50 years old; I need a
fer."
Lyle said while Health mammogram' or 'I'm sexuServices can help with ally active, I need to be
many medical needs of stu· tested for sexually transdents, often students need mitted infections."'
Missy Adkisson, execuadditional services.
"Sometimes things snow- tive staff adviser for Kenbail," Lyle said. "Soon, tucky Division for Wom(people) will have health- en's Physical and Mental
care. bills that are astro- Health, said the state is
nomical. When (people) implementing various prodon't seek healthcare and grams to · improve the
get routine screenings, healthcare situation for

ZONED

Public Safety's tip of the week
This Week: Learn about new parking signs and their location
Staff Report
Parking zone signs are
getting a makeover this
semester.
The new wlllte signs are
consistent in appearance
with the recent campus
architecture
additions,
Public Safety Capt. Larry
Nixon said. The signs are
also easier to recognize
from a distance.

Along with a change in
appearance is a change in
location of the signs.
Instead of multiple signs
being placed throughout
various lots, one sign will
be placed at every entrance
to the lots acress campus.
Nixon said the new
placement routine wilJ
allow dr~vers to easily
determine the zone of the
lot they are entering.

"If the color zone within
the lot is the same, no additional signs will oe placed
in the lot interior," Nixon
said. "This keeps the campus from having unnecessary signs and distractcrs
from the overall appearance."
Nixon said the brown
signs have been around
campus since about the
1970s. The signs are being

replaced gradually by
Facilities
Management
workers who coordinate
with Public Safety officials.
All brown parking signs
will eventually be replaced.
"You should now look to
parking lot entrances to
know what color parking
permit is permitted," he
said.
Any questions should be
directed to Public Safety.

"
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What's your scholarship?

women in the state.
"One program
(our
department) is launching
to improve women's physical and mental health in
Kentucky is a women's
retreat," she said. "Topics
include nutrition, physical
activity and stress management. We arc offering the
program to human service
providers whose careers
focus on serving the most
vulnerable populations in
Kentucky and whose jobs
have a high rate of burnout
and stress associated with
them.
"We also continue to
educate women through
our outreach efforts, with
messages about maintaining healthy lifestyles, managing and eliminating risk
factors. receiving appropriate screenings and being
vigilant when it comes to
our own health," Adkisson
said. "Specifically. we do
this through health fairs,
conferences, and other
public events. We try to get
the message to women
everywhere in Kentucky.
Being healthy is not onJy a
gift we give to ourselves,
but it's a gift we give to our
loved ones as well."
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Find your scholarship opportunities
at our re-launched Scholarship Channel.
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would like to congratulate our
seven beautiful new girls!

Jamie Jones
Jamie Storey
Zhanell J ackstadt
Rebecca Riggs
Kelsea Riley
Andrea Slaughter
Abby Mitchell
We love you,'
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Students gather for football, entertainment
..

Contributing Writer
With last year's halftime
show wardrobe malfunction
and the anticipation of who
wi11 become the champion
of Super Bo wl XXXIX,
many Murray State students will gather around the
largest TV they can find to
watch the big game Sunday.
Some residential college
members will be hosting
Super Bowl parties in their
lobbies. Residential advisers, Brandon Anderson,
senior from Harned, and
Michael Moreland, senior

from Versailles, will be
However, some students
hosting Hart College's would rather host or attend
Super Bowl party.
a small Super Bowl party.
"I'm looking forward to
Meagan Hensley, freshgetting a bunch of people · man fro m Frankfort, would
together to eat chicken rather spend time with a
wings and get to know each few friends in her residenother and watch the game," tial college room.
"The Super Bowl is just
Anderson said.
Anderson said he is look- an excuse for me to hang
ing forward to the party, but out with some of my
the football game is still the friends," Hensley said.
Food is also a big deal
focus of his Sunday night
when it comes to watching
activities.
"My favorite part is in the the game on TV. There are
fourth quarter when every- always chips and dip,' sandthing is on the line and wiches and other standard
everything matters," he snacks at almost every
said.
Super Bowl party.

Hensley said pizza and
other junk food will dominate the menu at her party.
Some Murray State students said they will be eating easy-to·ftx foods like
chili, popcorn and M&M's.
Students said they are
expecting to see entertaining Super Bowl commercials and halftime show.
"My favorite (part of the
evening) would have to be
the halftime show because I
ftnd it more entertaining
than the football game,"
said Rachel Peacher, junior
from Indian Mound, Tenn.
"Just look at last year."

Clark Evans, sophomore
from Owensboro. said last
year's Super Bowl was kind
of boring, and he didn't
watch the half-time show
but heard about it.
"It was funny how so
many people, the FCC and
other people, got mad," he
said. "I don't think it was
such a big deal. they show
worse stuff than that on TV
now."
Kevin Batts said the
ordeal was unnecessary.
"Hopefully this year will
be a lot more civil," said
Batts, sophomore from Fulton.

CBS was fined $550,000
for
Janet
Jackson's
"wardrobe
malfunction''
during the halftime show
last year.
commissioner,
FCC
Jonathan S. Adelstein, said
"this type of graphic and
gratuitous nudity is not a
close call. The millions of
our nation's children who
were ambushed by the
Super Bowl halftime show
deserve better protection."
This year's viewers will
sec "friendlier" shows featuring Alicia Keys, Paul
McCartney. the Black Eyed
Peas and Gretchen Wilson.

Bowl

Chili Dip
Bar of cream cheese
Box of frozen chili or canned chili
Bag of shredded cheddar cheese
Soften cream cheese to room temperature and spr~ on thebottom of
a 9 by 13 inch pan. Cook chili per instructions and~ onto the ~
cheese. Top the chili with shredded ched8 cheese. ~ with favori~
tortilla chips and enjoyl
··

art by Chia-Hung Chang/The News

The

Quad Squad by Robert Duckett
EATl I HAVEN'T
HAD A DRINK IN
A WEEK.
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orne again
Grads join trend, move back
Elizabeth Fields
Staff Writer
efields@thenews.org

Acceptance letters to college mean many things to
teenagers, especially the
thought of freedom from
their parents. However, the
reaJ world has some students crawling back home
after graduation.
A recent story in USA
Today investigated why
degree-holding 22 and 23year-olds are "boomeranging" back to their beginnings.
Higher education is supposed to propel graduates
into better-paying jobs, but,
according to the article, the
of this education is holding
them back.
"1 took a good, full-time
job in my hometown so I
could live at home for a few
months and save some
money so when I do move
out I will have some to fall
back on," said Hillary Spain,
senior from Hopkinsville.
Spain said she hopes this

will only be a temporary
situation and wants to
move into her own place in
a few months.
The idea makes sense to
students like Jessica Sevier,
sophomore from Oakland
City, Ind., but after spending a month with her family
during Winter Break, she
questions how she ever
lived there.
"I have three younger sisters so the first week was
fun, but, after that, I was
ready to come back (to
school),'' said Sevier.
She said although she
never feels too confmed at
home, her parents told her
she has to obey their house
rules as long as she is living
there. Sevier is planning to
get her own place when she
graduates.
Keith Bux, sophomore
from Belleville, Ill., wants
to go to graduate school
after he finishes his education at Murray State. He
said it will be closer to
home, but is not completely
sure of his plan.

"I wouldn't say that it is
my main plan (to go back
home), but I wouldn't put it
out as an option," said Bux.
He said Winter Break
seemed a little long and
was ready to return to Murray early, but said it was
because he felt he was
imposing on his parents.
"They S,.Pend so much
time there without me, and
I just come back for a week
here, a month there," he
said.
This mind-set is becoming more common, according to USA Today. It
reported that the generation gap between students
and parents is decreasing,
resulting in friendlier relationships at home.
Dani Sutterer, senior
from Perryville, Mo., will be
graduating in December
2005 and said her parents
never try to hold her back
at home and respect her
decisions.
'
"When I go home, they
never try to hit me with a
curfew or a list of chores,"

she said. "Living away from
home, I do the cleaning and
laundry myself. so when I
go home I help clean and
stuff without being told just
because it is something I
am used to doing."
Sutterer said it is a good
idea for students to move
back home with their parents if they need to save
money. She said when she
graduates, she does not
plan to move in with her
parents. She wants to move
someplace farther away to
see what it is like to truly be
on her own.
Sutterer and Hillary
Spain chose different paths,
but agree even when graduates go home to live, there
should be a time limit.
"I wouldn't want to
impose on my parents for
too long. and I do want to
move out," Spain said. "I
think that students should
respect their parents and
not take advantage of them
because they know that
their parents will help them
no matter what."

photo illustration by Andrea Chapman/The News

Acoordlog to a USA Today article, college graduates
are moving back in with their parents to find jobs or
to save money.

------This Week in Entertainment----• Albums

• Box Office

1. The Documentary

L Wde and Seek

The Game

2. American Idiot
Green Day
3. Encore
Eminem
4. Cnmk Juice
-.Lil_..Jon and The East Side
Boyz -....

2. Are We There Yet?

3. Million Dollar Baby

4. Meet the Foc:ken

5. Coach Carter

$.GetUftR"

l

folttiL~end

Source: Billboard.com

Source: movies/nytimes.com

• Songs

•DVD

L Let Me Love You
Mario
2. 1, 2 Step
Ciara featuring Missy Elliott
3. Loven and Friends
Lit Jon and The East Side
Boyz featuring Usher and
Ludacris
4. Soldier
Destiny's Child
~. DNp It tlte It's Rot
Snoop Dogg featuring Pharrell
Source: Billboard.com

L The Village (widesc:reen) 1. The Broker

Interested in. attending
graduate school for your Ph.D.?
.

The McNair Scholars Program can help you get ahead of the competition!
The McNair Program prepares MSU students In aU dlscipllDes to be successful by
providing the following services:

• A paid, faculty-mentored undergraduate research, scholarly, or creative project.

• Books

•Website

fabulousfoods.com
This Web site has ideas
2.The VIllage (pan and 2. The Da Vlnc:i Code
for preparing an easy and
scan)
Dan Brown
memorable Super Bowl
3. The Five People You party. Since the Super Bowl
3.Without A Paddle (pan Meet in Heaven
is Sunday, this site offers
and scan)
Mitch Alborn
free e-mail party invitations
4. State of Fear
and recipes for "ultimate
4. Troy (wldesc:reen)
Michael Crichton
macho foods'' and a footS. By Order of the Prestball field cake. It also
clem
5. Na~ J)yDa.alite
includes
ideas like using a
W.E.B. Griffin
washing machine as an ice
Source: nytimes.com chest.
Source: Blllboard.com
John Grisham

There's
no

Home
Like
PI ace
Now leasing at Murray Place!

• Free GRE preparation workshops, tutoring and personal assistance.

• Free trip to visit graduate programs and schools.

• Special graduate school application fee waivers.

Eligibility requirements and an application form can be found online at:

http:Ucampus.murraystate.edu/servjces/ursa/mcnajr
For more information, call 762-5042,
or visit the McNair office located at 400N .Applied Science Bldg.

APPLICATION DEADLINE:

Friday,April8,2005

Where will you be living this
fall? Murray Place offers 2 and
4-bedroom, fully-furnished
apartments, each with private
bathrooms and washers and
dryers. Other amenities in this
luxury student community
include:
• High-speed Internet
• Sparkling swimming pool
• Exciting community events
• Clubhouse with ping pong,
pool and foosball tables
• Tennis courts
• Fitness center
• All-inclusive rent with
electricity, water and cable
• Cable package includes HBO
and Cinemax
• Rates starting at $299!

Reserve your room and choose
your roommates online.
www.MurrayPiace.com

Program funded by the
U.S. Department of
Education

TRiO

IIONAlD I . MeNAIII
POJJ • aACCALAUIIIATI
ACHIIVlMlln PIIOello\M

l!J.Murray Place
1700 Lowes Drive
Murray, KY 42071
270.759.3003
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Arabic course new to MSU's schedule
The course developed
because of a joint program
between Murray State and
tmoore@thencws.org
the University of Bahrain in
Arabic is not a language the Kingdom of Bahrain.
often heard on campus. But Graduate students from the
that may change because of University of Bahrain
the new Arabic course the entered Murray State's
department of modern lan- Teaching English to Stuguages is offering this dents of Other Languages in
semester.
the fall for the first time.
The course will inform
When the students com• students about the Arabic plete their master's in
' culture and language, which TESOL at Murray State,
has moved to the forefront they will return to Bahrain
of world stage.
and join the faculty of the
"Over the last decade, University of Bahrain. At
changing demographics, that point, Murray State
social and political climates will begin to offer a joint
have caused the de-empha- master's program in TESOL
sizing of ·some world Jan- for students from other
: guages at colleges." said countries wishing to learn
Sandra Jordan, dean of the English at an advanced
College of Humanities and level.
Fine Arts. "While others,
The introductory course
like Arabic, arc emerging."
is taught by Omar Quaddu-

Tyler Moore

Staff Writer

Quaddumi said.
real opportunity to Jearn,"
., • J.n·tt\e class, students are said Quaddumi.
going to discuss things the
If students show continArab people have in com- ued interest in learning
mon with each other such about the Arabic language
as customs and values and and culture, Murray State
how they differ from Amer- faculty hope to continue to
ican culture.
offer the language if possiAccording to thearab- ble.
world.com, an estimated
"Naturally, given the past
200 million people around state budget cuts, resources
the world speak Arabic. The ·are limited, so we are
language is spoken in more always careful to leverage
than 23 countries from our existing resources in
Morocco to Iraq and as far order to meet student
south as Sudan and Somalia. demands and desires," JorQuaddumi said offering dan said.
art by ia-Hung angtThe News
t
he
class is especially
But for now, the departIran, Egypt, Kuwait, Iraq, Israel, Morocco and Jordan
important
because
of
interment
of modem languages
are just seven of the many countries that speak Arafaculty
are very excited the
national
issues
within
Arab
bic. The course was brought to Murray State because
countries,
including
the
war
introductory
course is
of a joint program with the Univenity of Bahrain.
in Iraq.
being offered this semester,
mi, graduate student from overview of the language,
"This class is going to and hope they will be able
Bahrain.
but also look at the culture give real variety to the mod- to offer more Arabic lan"The course is going to of the people that live in the ern language department, guage courses in Murray
give students a brief many Arab countries," and it is going to provide a State's future.

*

ATTENTION
GRADUATE STUDENTS
Applications for Master's
Degrees to be conferred in
May 2005 and
Spring Comprehensive Exam
Applications

T~

Na-J-9-

Apply t:oday!
I•'irst floor oC Wils on Hall!

The Purple Building
New Gentleman's Club

Forms are available from
Graduate Admissions in
Sparks Hall or
online at
www.murraystate.edu/registrar/
i ,, "
•
,
grad-degree-app.html

u.r••

Leeder Bottom
HWY 45 & 1241

Come meet the ladies!
Babydolrs Cabaret Review!
..

534-0333 • 293-2069
Alpha Delta Pi woula like to recognize their new
members~ recent engagements~ ana 4.0 graae
point averages.
Engagements
Crystal Willet
Chasidy King
Kara Riker

Nikki Holland
Mary Kay GuJlikson

Andi Denney
Lindsey flowers

MURRAY STATE vs. SEMO
Sat. , Feb. 5
Lady Racers -5:15p.m.
Racers - 7:15 p.m.
Corporate Game Sponsor: US Bank
Scout Day
Staff Day

MURRAY STATE

vs.

.TENNESSEE TECH
Thurs., Feb. 10 - FOX SPORTS
Lady Racers - 5 p.m.
Racers - 8 p.m.

Be bold, wear gold to
support the RACERS!
National Girls & Women in Sports
Day: 8th grade and under females
receive FREE ADMISSION!
Soybean Promotion Day

· First students in Mick's Maniacs
receive FREET-SHIRT!
All Murray State students receive
FREE ADMISSION with student ID

President - Joanie Balbach
EVP- Katie Ernst
RVP - Elizabeth Cawein
MEVP - Andrea Nall
VP Finance- Jessica Ferguson
Asst. VP Finance - Michelle Delap
NMC: -Erica Richie
Standards - Antli Denney
Social - Caitlyn Ikenberry
Rec. Sec.- Nicole Hartmann
Corr. Sec. -1Sarati Whitfield
Pfiilanttiropy -~mil):' Christopher
Scholarship- Jessica Crockett
Music - Katie Walker
Guard - Kristine Brown
Spprts - Julie Musko
Spirit - Amanda Hemingway
PR - Ma,.ry Kay Gullikson
Cliaplain - Sarah WhitfieJ<l
Property - Megan Hensley,
Historian - Allison Anders
Gift M art- Angela Wallace
Fonnal Recru it. -Ashley Ireland
Rec. Info. - Sarah Wunderlin
Leadershi p- Ashley Wallace
PanheHenic Delegate - April Hamiin
Panhell. Officers - Megan Dodson
Panhell. Reps. - Julie Muska. Megan Hensley
Alum. Relations - Diane Nunn

Way to go girls!
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Sports Editor: Nathan Clinkenbeard
Assistant Sports Editor: Brittany Renfro
Ph one: 762-4481

'Breds eye top teams in OVC

Western
shows Racers
big, bad self

them this
year,"
nclinkenbeard@thenews.org
McDonald said.
Entering his second season as head coach. "I think
Rob McDonald hopes to take another step we'll be
toward reestablishing his Thoroughbreds much
baseball team as an Ohio Valley Conference better
offenpower and national name.
While people today usually consider Mur- sively,
ray State to be a basketball or football and that
school, McDonald wants to remind people will sure
the school was in fact a baseball school in help the
the '60s and '70s. The '.B reds won eight con- pitchers
out too."
ference championships in the two decades.
McDon"Guys that are my age and a little bit
younger and then all the older alumni, for ald knows
them back in those days Murray State was a his team has
baseball school," McDonald said. "We still some strides to
have it in our head that that's where we make in terms of
should be. Over the last several years we establishing itself as
haven't been as successful so that's why my one of the OVC's best,
staff and I are here. We feel our baseball pro- but he has experience ftndgram should be at the top of this league and ing talent and instructing
able to compete with anyone ip the nation." players. He is noted nationally
McDonald was a catcher for the 'Breds as a baseball clinician and he has
from 1982-84 and learned the game from also made a couple of instructional
longtime coach Johnny Reagan, for whom catching videos.
"I feel like we've made some really
Reagan Field is named. He was a graduate
assistant coach for Mississippi State from good progress in the last year, and as
1990-92 and associate head coach for the much as anything we tried real bard
to recruit character and athleticism,"
Memphis Tigers from 1993 to 2000.
In his first season, Murray State went 17-35 McDonald said. "The guys who are
with an 11-16 conference record, finishing in back, I feel real good that they are
seventh place. The coaches in the league all guys who are doing reaJly what
expect Murray State to fmish in the same we've been asking them to do."
Something the University
spot, as they selected the team to tie for seventh with Tennessee Tech in the preseason is doing to help the baseball team with their
poll.
Austin Peay was picked to win a third con- recruiting is the plan to
secutive regular season title this season after renovate Reagan Field.
There are six proposed
wins in 2003 and 2004. However, both regular season titles have come without OVC components of the renovation
Tournament victories. Murray State won the to enhance the facility next to Roy
Stewart Stadium.
tournament title in 2003.
A brick-enclosed grandstand
For Murray State to improve its position in
the conference, the hitters will have to work will be installed with 450 chairon a league-worst .268 batting average from back seats as well as a brick back{
last year. The 'Breds were also last in slug- stop wall.
An indoor facility connected to
ging percentage (.378) and tied for last in onthe home dugout will also be built
base percentage (343).
McDonald said the inexperience from last to house locker rooms, batting
season's team should transfer into much- cages and a pitching warmup area.
Lighting will be placed behind
needed experience for this season's team.
"Last year, (Alex) Stewart was really the the grandstand to help promote
only position player we had who had played night games throughout the seaDivision I baseball prior," McDonald said. son.
"Getting these facilities will
"Pretty much every other position was a guy
that it was their first year of Division I base- help us get to where we need
ball. This year we'll have guys out there with to get in terms of competDivision I experience and guys backing up ing,'' McDonald said. "Having this will help out with
will also have that experience."
In terms of pitching, the 'Breds were con- recruiting so we can
sistently in the middle of the pack on all of show the kids coming
the final OVC statistics. The pitchers main- in we're committed
tained a 654 earned run average and oppos- to winning."
ing hitters hit 308 against Murray State.
Both stats were good enough for sixth place·
in the conference.
As much as the pitc~ing staff tried to keep
Murray State in ball games, the hitters could
only manage 5.15 runs a game.
"We have some pitchers who have some This story is the first part of a
experience at this level, and we feel we are three-part preview on the Thorgoing to be a much stronger team behind oughbred baseball team.

Nathan Clinkenbeard
Sports Editor

Since when did Western become
some big, bad athletics school?
Oooooo. We play in the Sun Belt
Conference. We're too good for the·
Ohio Valley Conference. We are trying to go Division I-A in football.
· It's almost like the prissy cheerleader in high school everyone hates.
You know, the one who walks around
like she owns the school with her little clique. Except Western's clique
happens to be a mascot dressed like a
blood polyp and an athletics director
named Wood. I don't even want to
know how his parents came up with
that name.
I don't get it.
Why cancel the
biggest
rivalry
between the two
schools, especially one that usually
draws
large
crowds? I can't
come up with an
answer, but, then
again, neither can
Western's
AD
Wood Selig.
Nathan
He keeps dig- Clinkenbeard
ging into his
Sports Editor
pants for another
excuse, but all he can pull out is
another load of crap.
From Western's side of it the Sun
Belt could be adding either two or
four more games to its conference
schedule, and the team wants to keep
all its non-conference options open
since they will be limited. What about
the OVC next year? They are moving
to a 20-game schedule, which mea~ ·
the Racers have four more league
games. Our team can find time for
Western. Good try, Wood.
Here is another good 'one. In the
Courier Journal, Selig made the comment that the game between Murray
and Western was not drawing as
many fans as they would have hoped.
The game drew 4,729 fans.
What Selig fails to mention is the
gaine was played on a Sunday afternoon while the nearby Titans were
playing the Colts in a marquee
matchup late in the season. I remember during halftime Hilltopper fans
were crammed in Diddle Arena's
lobby trying to watch the television,
rooting for the Titans.
The only non-conference game to
draw more fans was against eventual
top-25 Mississjppi State.
There is speculation citing Western
does not want to play us in basketball
because we stopped playing them in
football.
For a team that wants to move to IA, football playing Murray State
sounds like an awesome idea. They
must figure a man with the name Pannunzio has connections.
Well, get them into Division I-A and
put a fish on their doorstep for me.
We have all these excuses, and
Western's bead coach is nowhere to
be seen. Horn can duck and hide, but
Racer fans know his mentor, Ralph
Willard, never thought Murray State
was worth the time of day.
The Western rivalry is over for
now, and it's time to move on. It
would be nice, though, if the lies
would stop resounding from Bowling
Green.
But wasn't Finocchio made of
Wood?

Nathan Clinkenbeard is the sports ~di
tor of The Murray State News, e-mail
him at nclinkenbeard@thenews.org.

Thoroughbreds
Baseball

I

Junior pitcher BlUy
Fares looks to the
catcher for the signals during the
'Breds
intrasquad
game Tuesday at Reagan Field.
Fares
picked up four victories for Murray
State last season, ,
striking out 55 batters in the process.
loanna Gianulis/guest

Returriing statistical leaders from 2004 season

Alex
Stewart

Clint
Griggs

Tyler
Pittman

Austin
Swain

Infielder

Utfielder/C>udielder

C>udielder/Pitchcr

Outfielder

.268 BA, 15 2B,
4 HR, 35 RBI

.332 BA. 18 2B,
48 R, 33 BB

.309 BA, 8 HR
4.41 ERA, 1-3

.315 BA, 12 RBI,
35 H,l5 BB

Josh
Foreman
Infielder

.262 BA, 33 H,
6 28,23 RBI

Craig
Krauss

Jon Ross
Shelton

Pitcher

Pitcher

5-6, 4.79 ERA,
3 CG.44K

4-5, 6.22 ERA,
1 CG, 56 K

The Sports Line•••
Murray State Events •

TV Events
Friday: ESPN @ 6 p.m.

Saturday: ESPN @ 7 p.m.

Saturday: Track and Field @ 8 a.m.

Saturday: M BBall @ 7:15 p.m.

NBA Basketball
Mavericks at Pacers

NCAA Basketball
Louisville at UAB

Student Recreation Center
SIU McDonald's Invitational

Regional Special Events Center
SEMO at Murray St.

Saturday: CBS @ noon

Sunday: FOX @ 5 p.m.

Saturday: W BBall @ 5:15 p.m.

Wednesday: W Tennis @ 1 p.m.

NCAA Basketball
Georgia Tech at Duke

Super Bowl XXXIX
Patriots vs. Eagles

Regional Special Events Center
SEMO at Murray St.

Bennie Purcell Tennis Courts
Memphis at Murray St.
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Homestand brings challenge to Racers' front door Knives handy
Nathan Clinkenbeard
Sports Editor
nclinkcnbeard@then~s.org

Coming out of Death Valley
with a two-game split, the men's
basketball team finds itself in the
midst of a five-game homestand
that should help pan out the
Ohio Valley Conference title
race.
The second game of the homestand will be against one of the
hottest teams in the conference,
Southeast Missouri State. The
Redhawks arc currently 4-4 in
league play, not including last
night's matchup with TennesseeMartin.
Southeast Missouri State won
its last three conference games
against Austin Peay, Jacksonville
State and Samford. Two of
SEMO's four losses have come at
the hands of league-leader Tennessee Tech, but only by a total
of two points combined.
The f~.rst game was a 63-61
thriller while the second
matchup was a game that went
into overtime as Tennessee Tech
won 82-81. The overtime loss to
the Golden Eagles was the second overtime loss in as · many
games. The Redhawks also fell to
Tennessee State a week earlier in
double overtime 105-101.
Head Coach Mick Cronin is
aware of SEMO's record and the
close games the team has experienced. Cronin knows if not for a
couple unlucky bounces Southeast Missouri could be right with
the Racers in the standings.
"You can't look at SEMO's
record, you have to look at who
they've played.'' Cronin said.
"They've lost to Tennessee
Tech, the leader in our conference, twice in real close games."
Southeast Missouri State possesses two of the most dominant
frontcourt players in the OVC in
senior
forwards
Dainmon
Gonner and Reggie Golson.
Gonner currently leads the conference in scoring with 20.4
points per game . and Golson is

Rid,y

Ago~lin/The

News

(Above) Darnell Hopkins,
junior from Baltimore, shoots
between two Tennessee State
players,
(Left) Keith Jenlfer, junior
guard from Baltimore, looks
for an open shot during the
Jan. 22 victory.
boards for Head Coach Gary
Garner as Golson leads the
league with 8.7 rebounds per.
game. Gonner averages seven
rebounds per game for SEMO.
Cronin acknowledges SEMO's
depth in the frontcourt and said
Gonner should be considered for
postseason awards.
"Dainmon Gonner and Reggie
close behind in third with 16.7
Golson, two returning_ guy.s..._ arc
points per contest.
The duo has been crashing the probably the best frontcourt in

the league," Cronin said.
"Gonner is probably a leading
candidate for player of the year
in the league. They pose a lot of
problems for us, but they don't
have a lot of depth on the bench."
Junior forward Charles Johnson and his frontcourt teammates will have a challenge on
their hands in keeping the two
Redhawk bruisers from punishing the Racers inside.
"We won't change the game
plan for them, we'll just have to
adjust and go harder," Johnson
said. "We're really undersized, I
mean I'm 6 feet 6 inches (tall)
playing a center position. We'll
just feed off each other and play
hard, that's all we can do."
The Atlanta native from South
Plains Community College is
averaging 6.6 points per game
and 3.3 rebounds per game. He
bas been effective shooting from
the field. making 55.5 percent of
his shots.
Sophomore guard Trey Pearson leads the team in scoring
with 15.2 points per game as he
was named last week's OVC
Newcomer of the Week. The Ole
Miss transfer scored 16 in a Joss
to Eastern Kentucky and 28 in a
victory against Morehead State.
Pearson buried 10 of 19 threepoint shots last week and is
shooting 42 percent behind the
arc for the year.
The Racers play host to Tennessee Tech at 8 p.m. Thursday
in what could be a showdown
between the top two teams in the
conference, and Austin Peay
rolls into town for a Feb. 12
matchup at 1.
The Tech game will be televised nationally on Fox Sports
Net, and the Austin Peay game
will be on ESPN2. The athletics
department has requested all
fans in attendance wear Murray
State gold for the game against
Austin Peay.
This will be the only time the
Racers face either the Golden
Eagles or the GovcrnorsAlis season.
'

.

Rifle team competes, prepares for Sectionals
Brittany Renfro
Assistant Sports Editor
brenfro@thenews.org

With the NCAA Championships right
around the corner, the Murray State rifle
team is taking its upcoming match seriously.
After placing third out of 11 teams Sunday
at the 26th Annual Roger Withrow Invitational, the team looks to its next competition
to decide its fate.
Murray State Head Coach Ann Proctor is
pleased with the team's performance, but
says Sectionals will be a challenge.
"We did well, but I think we'll have to work
. really, really hard at Sectionals to qualify for
the NCAA Championships," Proctor said.
"There are just so many schools shooting
really well right now."
The Racers finished second in air rifle with
a score of 2313 and fifth in smallbore with
2292, for a total of 4605 out of a possible
4800.
Freshman Cameron Hicks said the team
could have performed better.
"I was a little disappointed, because we
could have done better as a team and individually," Hicks said.
Placing f~.rst was the University of Kentucky Blue team with a 4618, and in second
was the University of Memphis with a score
of 4611.
Senior Robert Purdy finished first for the
Racers, shooting 572 in smallbore and 586 in
air rifle. for a combined score of 1158 out of a
possible 1200.
Hicks and fellow freshman Dan Belluzzo
were next to place for the Racers. Hicks shot

Erin Cummins/guest

Alex Culbertson, Junior from Salem, Ore., shoots at the target at rifle practice. The
rifle team placed third Sunday at the 26th Annual Roger Withrow Invitational and
will travel this weekend to Colorado Springs, Colo. for Sedionals.
577 in smallbore and 576 in air rifle for a total
of 1153. Following was BeUuzzo with 573 in
smallbore and 574 in air rifle with a combined score of 1147.
Collegiate Sectionals, held Feb. ll-13, are
the next stop on the Racer's agenda.
"My goal for Sectionals is to improve quite

a bit over the next week, and the team's goal
is of course to finish f~.rst," Hicks said.
Scores from this Sectional and other Sectionals around the nation will decide what
teams will compete in the 2005 National
Championships March 11-12 in Colorado
Springs, Colo.

for daily life,
serious hunting
No matter what outdoor pursuit
you might ~njoy, there are some
pieces of gear that are standard
across the board.
To me, the most obvious piece of
gear 'every outdoorsman ought to
have is a good, sharp knife. It doesn't
matter if you're chasing grizzly bears
on Kodiak Island or fishing for
bluegill down here at Clark's River a sharp knife is a must.
Of course, if you're like me, one
knife just isn't enough. As a matter of
fact, a bunch of knives probably
aren't enough. I've got several
favorites that rarely leave my side in
the great outdoors. A knife is a personal choice, and every outdoorsman
has his own taste.
Day in, day out,
whenever I'm at
work, fishing or
hunting, I have a
good
pocket
knife
handy.
Mine is a Browning
liner-lock
folder with a
pocket clip. I see
lots of folks carrying similar
knives and for
Will
good
reason.
Brantley
Light-weight, OutdoorColumnist
one-handed knives have all but
replaced traditional pocket knives
because of their ease of carry and
use.
For hard-core hunting I like a little
more blade at my side. Though
they're hard to sharpen, a straightbladed Buck sheath knife is tough to
beat as a hunting tool. I have two I
regularly carry on deer hunts, including one with a skinning blade and a
larger one with a drop-point blade.
As mentioned, the steel in a Buck is
very hard, and it can take a lot of
stone work to hone one to a razor's
edge. I like to start sharpening p1ine
1
p~ wet..,. ston~~ b~fQre honinNthc
blade on a ceramic sharpening stick.
Once a Buck is sharp, it'll stay that
way for a while.
When the weather gets warm and
camping and fishing cross my mind, a
Ka-Bar survival knife and a small
Gerber hatchet usually get thrown
into the gear.
The Ka-Bar, originally designed as
a Marine Corps fighting knife, is a
nearly indestructible knife ready to
tackle most any task. I like one with a
partially serrated blade for chopping
through rope and such. Although it
isn't recommended, I've used my KaBar as a prying tool and even hammered on it when I needed a hole
punched in something. The bottom
line is, it's one tough knife.
Whenever I'm outside the little
Gerber hatchet is always with me,
too. The cutting power of that thing
is unreal. If I'm out catfishing and I
need a couple of forked green sticks
for rod holders, I'll have them in
short order with that tool. I can
sharpen it nearly as fast as a pocket
knife by filing down the rough edges
and then putting it on a sharpening
stick.
Lastly, no angler interested in filling a skillet with fish fillets should be
without a good fillet knife. While I
am a little spoiled by an electric
knife, I do keep a small Rapala fillet
knife with a balsa wood handle in my
tackle box. The knife weighs next to
nothing,·sharpens in seconds and, for
hard-to-fillet fish like bluegill, is
indispensable.
Will Brantley is the outdoor columnist
of The Murray State News. e-mail him
at wbrantley@thenews.org.
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CkiKe~e ae.tAurAKt
ALL DAY, ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT-BUFFET

SzEcHUAN, HuNAN, & MANDARIN CUISINE • EAT IN OR TAKE -OUT
OUR BANQUET FACILilY HAS THE AMBIENCE YOU REQUIRE FOR AHY
SPECIAL PRIVATE FUNCTION!

BIGGEST & BEST BUFFET IN TOWN!
•APP£nZ£RS
•GENERAL Tso's
•CocKTAIL SHRIMP
•SouPS

CHICI<EH

•SAUD BAR

•HONEY CHICKEN

•CRAB RANGOON
•CHICkEN OH A

•HOT PAN

SncK

EM

•BBQ RIBS

•MUSSELS

CHICK-

, •SUSHI
•STEAK

I

I IIIII

•Ia CREAM
•DESS£RT BAR

638H. 12ntST. BETWEEHGOODv'SAND0FFIC£0EPOT• 753-3788
!MoN.-THURS. 10:30A.M.-1 0:30P.M. • FRI. &SAT. 10:30A.M.-IIP.M.
SUN. 10:30A.M.-1 OP.M.

I
Rent 2 Movies, Get 1 FREE.
I Located inside Wai-Mart.
I
I
I Coupon must be presented for redempuon
-'IZlt

"PROUDLY SERVING CALLOWAY COUNTY FOR .••
A WHILE NOW."
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Football team signs 17
on natiemal signing day
Staff Report
Seventeen new Racers
signed Wednesday to join
the football team this fall.
Players from around the
country joined the 11
December signces to form a
new group of talented athletes.
Among the 17 who signed
Wednesday and 11 who
signed in December arc two
from Mississippi's "Dandy
Dozen," Akecm Lofton and
Ken Topps, quarterback
from ftawamba Community
College.
Lofton. a 5-foot-ll-inch,
180-pound Jones County
Community College transfer, played under Murray
State assistant coach, Bobby
Hall in the lOth grade in a
number of positions.
The Racers attracted
broth~rs Justin and Charles

WaterwW•,
TICk, Tl'lllln,
1'1'1 Radel~
Home Decor,
Yll'll'*-',
Nlltl'tlllfnll

Hamilton, from Riverview
High School in Sarasota,
Fla. The team also welcomes 5-foot-11-inch, 220pound linebacker Vincent
Coley, nephew of former
boxing heavyweight champion Evander Holyfield.
Head Coach Joe Pannunzio is pleased with the 2005
class, but is concern~d by
the lack of defensive line
signces.
"We're a lot better athletically today than we were
before because most of this
class has players who can
make big plays," Pannunzio
said. ··we still need help on
the defensive line, and
that's what we've got to·
concentrate on."
March 30 marks the
beginning of spring drills
for the Racers, and the
team's season opener is
Sept. 3 at Mississippi State.

Racers to play Rice in Bracket Buster
Staff Report

705 Ma1n Sl HWV. 641 S..

Competing in it's first ever Bracket
Buster Saturday, the Racers will travel
to Rice University to play Feb. 19 in
ESPN's marquee event for mid-major
teams.
The Rice Owls currently sit in a tie
for fourth-place with Louisiana Tech in
the Western Athletic Conference with
a 5-4 record and a 10-7 record overall.
"We're excited, and obviously, this is
a win-win situation," Cronin said. "For
three weeks ESPN keeps running the
Bracket Buster matchups, so the exposure part for the University and our
program is tremendous."
In the latest Ratings Percentage
Index the Owls are 82 while the Racers
are 87.
A nine-point loss to defending
national champion Connecticut and a
loss to top-25 Syracuse boosts Rice's
strength of schedule.
The Bracket Buster Saturday
includes 64 teams that includes some
of the best mid-major talent in the
country.
ESPN slates 11 games to be broadcast

Hazel, KY 42049
~ sla!Giinowostemworid com

laf'!Y & Linda WerrJ

Blrry Wa•d
BUS. 27()..192-61 44
FAX. 27()..192-6248

e-mail: SlatollnewestemOcs.com

Come and enjoy Mr. Gatti's all you
can eat pizza buffet! Including
spaghetti, salad, rotinl alfredo,
breadsticks and
dessert pizzas for only..•

(All gaxpes Feb. 19, times TBA)
ESPNIESPN2
Southern Dlinois at Kent

Texas El-Paso at PacifiC
Vermont at Nevada
Western Mich. at N. Iowa
Wichita St at Miami (Ohio)

Wls.-Milwaukee at Hawaii

ESPN Full Court
Murray St. at Rice
Ark.-LR at Bowling Green
Buffalo at Fresno St.
Drexel at Ball State
Illinois State at Wis.-GB
ESPN.com

on ESPN and ESPN2. Six games will be
televised nationally while five others,
including the Murray State-Rice
matchup, will be televised regionally

MORE

Right Prices.
Right N~~

tf/1

~

through ESPN's FuU Court. a pay-perview package.
The Bracket Buster games ;tre
designed to help the mid-major teams
earn a win against strong competition
to assi~t in receiving nn at-large bid
into thc NCAA Tournament.
Rice is led by senior forward Micl1ael
Harris who leads the team in both scoring (20.3 ppg) and rebounding (11.8
rbg).
Har:ris shoots 60 percent from the
field and has an exceptional touch
from the foul stripe making 80 percent
of his free throws.
,.
The Racers have faced the Rice Owls
once before, losing to the Owls 89-78 in
the US West Cellular Tournament during the 1992-92 season.
All teams participating in thc Bracket Buster receive return games from its
opponents.
Rice will have to come to Murray
and the Regional Special Events Center
next season, while the Racers will also
earn a home Bracket Buster game for
next year.
The time for the games has yet to be
announced.

Bracket Buster TV GameJ

State Line Western World, Inc.
Shopping Center
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MOUNTAIN DEW
12 PACKS
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ENGLISH ROAST
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$
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Willi Cant
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llu.m. ~ p.m.
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PORK
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MOIST & TENOR

804 Chestnut

(. - .j

KRAn
BARBECUE SAUCE
(16-25.18 oz BU)

•
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RUSSET
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bog
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Where: Paris, TN Recruiting Station
When: Mon -Fri 9a.m. • 7p.m.
Who: SST Jason Culver 877-348-0801

Regular • -•ted
and ...mon ,.pper (23.2 enj

FAMILY PAK
1oo<Y. Chlck&n. Naturally.,,.

"""c...

$~9

•
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~
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•
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1••
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_.,....
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•
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KROGER
BUNS

$

~

~
~

TYSON
ROASTED CHICKEN
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for
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.77~. - 3~5
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27
¢
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BRYAN
COCKTAIL SMOKIES
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KROGER CANNED
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Cut Or-. a-s. Whole Kemel
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KROGER
CHEESE SINGLU
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(48 Pack/S 01 Con•l

(6 l'ock/96 oz Ill)

Use Your Degree

ForYour
Future
For Your
Country
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Women's basketball returns to take on SEMO

Men's tennis
takes first victory
of 2005 season

DanTepe
Staff Writer
dtepe@thenews.org

The wo men's basket·
ball team returns to the
Regional Special Events
Center at 5:15 p.m. Satur·
day after playing five of
its last six games on the
road.
The Racers (7-12, 3-5
Ohio Valley Conference)
.will host Southeast Missouri (13-6, 7-1 OVC),
which is in a second-place
tie in the OVC with Tennessee T ech. Both teams
are 7·1 and one win
behind Eastern Kentucky,
which is 8-1 in conference
play.
SEMO has thrived
offensively this season
and will provide a challenge for the ·Racer
defense. SEMO is averag·
ing a league-best 75 points
per game and outscoring
its opponents by an average of 14 points.
Senior guard Rebecca
Remington believes the
Racers will need to play

BobHengge
Staff Writer
bhengee@thenews.ors

The men's tennis team picked up
its first victory of the 2005 season
with a 4-3 victory over the Butle r
Bulldogs last Saturday.
The trip to Bloomington, Ind. not
only included a showdown with Butler, but also w ith the nationallyranked Indiana Hoosiers squad
which defeated Murray in the second
game of the double-header seven
games to zero.
With the split of the road trip, the
Racers' record is 1-2 on the season.
Junior Clayton Clark said teamwork is stressed on the tennis team
because no individual can singlehandedly win the Ohio Valley Confe rence championship.
"In order for us to succeed, the key
is going to be playing more as a team
and less as individuals," Clark said.
"We don't have any stars, but we
have a very solid lineup, and once we
begin playing more as a unit we will
come closer to our goal of winning
the conference championship."
The Racers split the singles matches with Butle r, but were able to gain
the advantage in the doubles round
winning two of the three matches.
The Racers' No. 1 player Fadi
Zamjoui defeated his Butler counterpart Parker Ross 6-2, 3-6, 6-3. The
doubles teams of Chris Morgan and
Yuri Pompeu, along with the team of
Clark and Jeff Lester, gave Murray
the win by both being victorious.
In the second game of the doubleheader, however, the Racers ran into
a Hoosier team that is ranked nationaJiy and earned its first win of the
season. Ranked No. 62 nationally and
among the leaders of the Big Ten, the
Hoosiers defeated the Racers in each
of the seven singles and doubles
matches en route to a shutout victory.
The Racers face the University of
Chattanooga·Tcnnc~sec at noon Feb.
12 in Paducah.

FOR SALE
1993 Fonf Rangt-r elCtendNJ cab, V-6,
new tires, $2700. 1987 Plymouth Horizon four door, low mileage. Call 4892699.
Aluminum llorst• Irailers- J year
unlimited warw nty (lncludlr'lg roo()
st.ming at $5999.00 to luxury l1ving
quartrrs. 100% fin,mclng JV.Iil.lhl<•.
Sdle:. und service cJII Scott 1·888"78 I·
1000
Wolff T.mning B~l~ Afford.lhle •(onv~
niE'nt. T.;~n at home. P<~ymt'nts from
$291 month. Free Color c:at.,log.
Y.IWW.np.et$1.1n.COn1 Call tod.Jy 1·800·
842-1105
Pole Buildings: 24x40x8- 1 end slider.
I walk door- .$'i,949.00 Plus tax and
ircight inst.11kxl. Other sizcr. available.
Financing available. Tradon Buildings.
Inc:, 1-8~987·23£.6
Sawmills- .$2,695.00 -lumberMate2000 & Lumbcrlitc·24. Nor.vood
lndustricr. also manuf.u:turcr. utility ATV
attachments, log skidders, portable
board edg•1~ and ioll~ll)' ·~ui11ment .
www.norwoodindustrle:;.com
Frl'e
information: 1·800-'>78-1 J63 exUOON

FOR RENT
Professional ottkt• ~p.Ke fur rent in
rrankfort. Ju~t ofi U5 127 n.•ar 1-64,
Approximatdy 700 squo11c feet on second lloor, pnvilte IJ,Jth, c;loscts. $600
pl'r month, Include~ w<tl<'r/sewer, electric~ !!,<1~· C<•ll !i02·22J"882!·

Brittany Renfro
Assistant Sports Editor
brenfro@thenews.ors

With a new coach and a new
season, the Murray State track
team is looking for a change.
After competing in the first
unsc0red meet of the season at
the Tennessee State Indoor Invitational Saturday. the team got
an idea of how the year may play
out.
Teams such as Tennessee
Statt Austin Peay and Alabama
State also competed in the meet.
Top performers from Murray
State included returning senio rs
and beginning freshman.

a
are
the areas cabin $pKialim, athletics,
outdoor adventure, creative and pt'f·
forming arts, water sports and moch
more! Benefits of working at South·
woods include salary, travel, room,
board, laundry and much morel For
more information and to complele an
application please contact us www.
southwoods.com 1·81J3.449·3357. We
lovl' MSU students! Come and continue
the MSU legaqt at Southwoods. Join
some of your fellow dassmata...Mar·
tin Son, Stephanie Lawrence, Eric Wil·
son, Mary Woods, Andrew West,
Amanda Felber, Simon Grout, Dathan
Shelton, Tunoth) Dudley, Rl!becca
Travi,, TJ Garrett. Erin Babb, Justin
ROUSI', Ben Bowden, Bill Robison, ~
Torrence!, Travis West, leAnne WI'St.
Kiley Newell, Rich LeVeque, Todd Hoff·
man, Michl'lle lovell, Ben Arnett.
htate Planning: Senior market tlrm
rep; to prCS('nt plannlnJ; options to prospective chcnts.
Tratning. suppon and leads Jli'Ovidcd.
$1,800-$2,700+ weekly! Call rich al
800-860·827.5, ext. r41 0
~ks outs1de sales

---~-----~

PUSH Early Childhood Dcveloprm.'fll
(('f1ft..'f. 959 leestown Lane, Frankfor1,
KY 40601, EXECUTIVE DIR(CfOR.
Qualifications: Mastl'f'~ in Early Child·
hood fducation, I[C[ nr related field
wtth 3 years experience, or Bachelor's
with 'i years administrative e>.pt!rlenc:e.
Responslhllilies: Supt'1'Visl' stc~ff, l'nsure
compliance wi th .1pplicablc rt"gu la·
lions. Heatn Insurance/ Retirement
Plan, Salarycommen~ur~tewl th <'Xpcri·
cnw fOE.

jot'l TH£ S0UlltwOOOS WA~ Aro.O HAvt THF

a COofd resl~tbl children's camp in
the Adirondack Mountains of New
Yortc. Southwoock i~ welLing ENTHUSIASTIC, ENERGETIC and FUN-lOVING
individuah to mal.e a positilil' impact on

Driver.Driver; west of 1·75 •Dedicated
Customer •Run SE States, IL & WI •up
to 35cpm to start ' Homctime/ Benefits
' CDL-N 6 months OTR 877..687-5627.
JDC logistics

am St.IMM£a Of HXJR un! Southwoods ls

smart and limit the
turnovers.
"We have to come out
ready to play and avoid
those little mistakes,"
Remington said. "If they
make a run early in the
game, we need to be
re ady for it and stick
together as a team.''
Remington leads the
team and ranks third in
the OVC with 15.7 points
per game. She also grabs
five rebounds a contest.
SEMO's star player is
Brazil native Tatiana
Conceicao. The junior
center leads the OVC in
scoring, averaging 18
points per game.
The women will try to
use home court to their
advantage as other teams
have done to them on
their recent road swing.
The Racers dropped
four of the five road
games, including two last
week at Eastern Kentucky
(85·73) and Morehead
State (71-59).
"ln order to win big
games on the road, you

Freshman guard Shaleea
Petty had an exceptional
all-around game. She
scored 11 points, grabbed
five rebounds and con·
tributed five assists.
Head Coach Joi Felton
said one of the key contributors to the loss was
the Racers' lack of
rebounding.
"Eastern Kentucky did a
great job of blocking out
on us," Felton said. "We
didn't do a good job of
rebounding and that real·
ly hurt us."
The loss at Eastern was
followed by a defeat at
Morehead State.
Sophomore guard Gerraca Matthews finished
with 10 points to lead the
Racers offensively. Rem·
ington finished with nine
points
and
eight
rebounds. Hayes also
scored nine points in the
loss.
The Racers will look to
rebound at home during
its five-game homestand
before hitting the road
again on Feb. 17.

Ricky Agosrin/ The News

Freshman guard from Hopkinsville, Shaleea
Petty drives to the goal Jan. 22, In the game
against Tennessee State. The Racers lost 82-73.
need to show adversity,"
sophomore forward Ashley Hayes said. "When the
crowd is getting loud, you
have to step up your game

and play harder."
At Eastern Kentucky,
Murray State was led by
Remington with 14 points
and seven rebounds.

Track team begins season with new head coach

Need Extrc1 Cash? Work one day pt'r
month, collect $1000 dol lars plus!!
Own your own vending busine!o~. Srn.1ll
investment required, call toll·iree 1·
866"341-8363.

HELP WANTED

1S
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The Cutting

Junior Chris Champion placed
first in the shot put with a throw
of 40 feet, 15 inches and also
placed first for the Racers in the
weight throw with a toss of 48-5
3/4.
Returning senior Jamie Nurn·
berger took second in the weight
throw competition with a throw
ofS0-41/2.
Chavis said other top performers were junior Lauren Wilson's
finish in the 1,600-meter race at 6
minutes, 21.21 seconds in eighth
place and sophomore Lindsey
Neeley's fourth-place t1nish in
the 3,000-meter run at 11:40.58.
Other competitors were freshman John Gorey who finished

diVIsions.
pay. Fxpctienc:cd Opt'J'Jl<m. lndep<"ndenr Contmctors or l omp~ny drivers.
CDI. lnstrutlion l'rogrclm available.
\\1\"::".primt•inr·.wm 1100·771 · fl1 18

third in the 3,000-meter run with
a time of 9:39.91 seconds and
freshman Lee McGinnis who
placed sixth in the 400-meter
dash with at 51.36 seconds.
"As a whole the team did all
right," McGinnis said. ''Right
now we're just trying to get
things back together."
· Head Coach Dereck Chavis
said he is pleased with the team's
first performance together.
"We're at a really good starting
point," Chavis said. "The kids
were re ally anxious to get started
and be able to compete."
Chavis, who came to Murray
fro m Division III Hope College
in Holland, Midi., was head

coach for five years and said he
cannot wait to get Murray State's
track and field on course.
uchavis is doing a great job to
bring everyone closer, we're
starting to work well together,"
McGinnis said.
Chavis said the weekend was a
good way for t he team to get to
know each other and him.
"There is such potential in a
team like this, and I'm really
looking for us to improve a lot
over the next few weeks," Chavis
said.
The Racers next competition is
today and Saturday at the Southem Dlinois University MeDon·
aid's Invitational.

CLA~~IFIFD~

and
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Art•a CDL·A Tr.tintng! Jnh pbc<>menl
<1~\t, call tnd.1y to St.'C if you qualiiy for
st,lt!! p<1id tr,ti~S: IIOO·.l!JIJ-99011
Orivcr- $.2,500 Sign-on Bonus +Home
wt•t•kly! St.m l6 t.pm up to 44 cpm.
Cumpany drivN, 00 or le<1SC pur·
ch~sc. Ask ahour o~r OH orientation.
(",111 today! www.boydbros.wm 8(}()..
543-B'I.ll

Drivt!r- Covenant Transpor1. Excellent
pay_&· benefits for exp<"nenccd drivt'l's,
010. Solos, Teams & Graduate Stu-.
dents. Bonu)eS P.1!d weekly. Equal
Opportunlt)' Employer. 881l-MOREPAY (888-667·3729)
Driver- Give Yoursclf a Better life- ' No
forctod d1spatch 'Predictable Hometime
' Dedicated Dispatcher •2500+ miles'
week •Ass1gncod Truck ' GrCJt Benefits.
888-34 6-46 ~9 www .kni~httrans.com
Class-A CDU 6 months OTR.
Ddvcrs- Al:Cepting tra~nrcr.! CDL in 16
No m()ncy down, ~tudl'nt finar'IC·
ing! Tuition re1mburscmffil avail. lob
Plan·rrll'nl d~SI . 1·60(HI83-0171 ext.A·

d.t}'S!

J3

Drivers/ CDL·A V.1n & rlatl>ed drivr;rs,
$5tl,OOO ye..rly JXllt'nti,11. High Wet•kly
miiC's t yr Tfl t·xp. SMX 1·800-247·
8040 WWW.~OJ)(C.CIJIO

Driver~: Owner Operators needed!
Home weekends! Older trucks, platl's
.wail.tble. $O.!llllm1le or 70% grms.
Call Maxine at l& T DL'diCdtP.d Carrier~.
Inc. 1·800-511 -0082

Earn More with CFI! Mllf'S= Mom!yl
COL rF"qu ired! Solo~ & Te<~ms apply
toddy! Excellt'nt b• ·n('fl t~. Providing XM
satellite radio! 800-CFI-Drive (800"134·
3748) or www.didrive.com
Need a Joh! CRSTt No expcricnrel No
Problem! Nu cnodit t·heck. No monthly
payment. Immediate benefit package.
NOw hiring in your area, 1-877-443·
8289
Simply, More. More pav per mile than
anyone else! $.43/milc lor I year experience! More e.\pericnce makes morc1
Call us we'll prO\<e it! Heartland Express
www.heartlandexpresHom 1-800·
-141 -4953
••STAR TRA~SPORT•• Needs Inexperienced Drivers. liollll' most weekends,
Peterbilt Trude~, shared tuition. Good
starting pay. Food and lodg1ng provld·
ed. 1-800-455-4682

TRAVEL

..,#1 Spring Break We!Kite! Lowest
prices guaranteed. Free meal~ and free
drinks. Book 11 people, gel 12th trip
free! Group dis('Ounts for 6+
www.SpringBrl'akOiscounts.com or
Drivcr~: Dicl you rt.'SOIVC to find a b<>ttN • 800-838-8202.
job In '05? NOW is the 11 01e, HCREis the
[Oh: Run O rR, be hQmc CVL'fY 14 days
#1 Spring Break Vacations! Cancun,
;md 1'.<1rn up tr> 41 cpm. Yoo'll h,IVe an Jamatca, Acapulco, Baham.u, Florida
assigned ti'IJCk th.tl ~<lei home with you & Costa Rica. 11 0% Best Prices! Book
for time ofi, a iull &-ncfits package & a now and gel free ~rfitj & meals!
stt:acly pay ch<X.k each w()('k. Monthlv Group discounts. C..mpus ~P' want·
bonuses also offered. Fulfill yoor Neo.i. ed! 1-800-234·7007 l'ndlesssummerYCJr's resolution- Call now: 1-877-152- tours.com.
%27. Orientation starts nt.').t wt.'Ck! EOE.
ADVERTISERS: You can plan! a 25·
Driven, Over the road, 15 states. nat word classified ad in 71 Kentucky
w/sidcs, late model convcntionals. 3 newspapers for as little as $225 with

R·\1

f~

Place your
message 1n
The Murray

EDUCATIONAL
Degr<'t~ Online from home.
l'aralegal, Computers, Networking ,,nd more. Financ1al Aid available, job plan·!llf'nt &ssistance, and
computer~
providl'<l. Call free
(866)856-2121

ta rn Your
Bu~l nr$s,

State News

classifieds for

HEALTH
Family Heath C.are w/prescription plan~
:$f>9 95/mo: Best netv.'Ork., Excellent

covcrape. No limitations, inclutb dental, viston, prc-exlsung cond. OK! Call:
WCS 1-800-288-9214 ext.2332

MISC.
ATif.NTION HOMEOWNERS: Display
homes wanted for vinyl \iding" wintkJWS- roof~. £aS)' credit tenns. No paymenLS until Summer 2005. Starling at
$99 month. Call 1·800"251-0843
D1vorce $195: Incorporation S195
Your alt<•rn.Jtive to expensive legal fees!
1·800·303·1170
or
ncdprosr~rviccCJI<~ol.com

-----

$SCASH$S lmm<'ffiatc Cash for structUI<'<l Sl'ttlemf'nls, annuities, law suit~
lnht•rila nc:cs, Mortgage Notes & Cash
Flows. )G WE'ntwortli -#1 1-(800)-79473 10

PER WORD!
Classified advertising
deadline is 4 p.m.
Wednesday.
Ads may be submitted in

Wilson Hall room 111 or
mailed to Classifieds, do
The Murray State News,

frf'<' 4·room DIRECTV System Includes
'IJndard inst.11l,llion. ) months fREE
I lBO & Clnemaxt Access to over 225
<h.lnncl5! Limited time offer. S&H,
rcsttlc tio~~~eply. 1·8~208-46 17

2609 University Starion,
Murray, KY 42071

.......

Classifieds must be paid
before they run .

•. . . . . .llllll'UI
IIIIIIIUI

Cllli2-WIIIr .........

For more information call

762-4478.

GRAND OPENING I
FREE TAN DAY • Saturday Feb. 5thl

'

Check out the specials on name brand lotions and
tanning packages for a luxurious, golden tan.
811 N. 12th St.# A • Murray

759-3343

SW~dlsh

Beauty • Synergy Tan • Australian Gold • Designer Skin

-
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My unsung hero for this year's
Super Bowl has to be tight end Jeff
Thomason. This guy was out of the
league for two years when he got a
call at his construction job to play in
the Super Bowl. Needless to say his
boss gave him permission to play on
football's grandest stage. Plus, he did
triathlons to stay in shape, so I'm
partial to him. Watch for him.

The media seems to think that it
would be a huge upset if the Eagles
win Sunday. However, let's not forget what the Eagles did with TO in
the lineup, losing only to Pittsburgh.
Unfortunately, Freddie Mitchell has
probably inspired the Pats even more
when he decided to open up his
mouth and could leave the game on a
stretcher.

I was talking to my friend last
night and she asked who was playing
in the Super Bowl this year. That
kinda sums up a lot of the hype surrounding this year's game in which
everyone is predicting a Patriot rout ·
and looking forward to only the commercials. Philly hears all the hype
and just may shock the world and
give the champs a well-fought battle.

The Pats offense is well-balanced,
but the Eagles have an offense capable of breaking off big plays and
putting the Pats in a hole early.

Each offense will be facing a more
than formidable defense. TO is back
but not at full health. Dillon and
Westbrook will struggle for yards.

He may not be 100 percent but TO's
presence will be a boost. Hard to go
against Brady, but also hard to
ignore McNabb's playmaking ability.

Edge: Eagles

Edge: Even

Edge: Eagles

Can you name the Patriots secondary? Unfortunately, for Philadelphia, big names do not always equal
a great defense.

How can you go against a defense
responsible for stopping the Colts
and Steelers already in this year's
playoffs? Easy, you can't.

A defense full of playmakers gets
another lift as New England's best
defender Richard Seymour returns
from injury for the Super Bowl.

Edge: Patriots

Edge: Patriots

Edge: Patriots

Three Super Bowls in four years
sound pretty nice to a region already
high after a World Series win. The
Pats better not trade Brady. Ever.

Bottom line is that it's the Patriots.
Tom Brady runs the show and will
control the game to give the Patriots
its second Super Bowl in a row.

Philly is playing loose, as no one
expects them to win. But do not discount a team that is this talented and
playing with a chip on its shoulder.

24-17

34-28

27-20

I

I

I

THE DEAD of WINTER

'

THe HIGHe ~ ~~ OP' YOUR
BXI.TilHCS llSLI\1111) ONII UI6T
TIMil 88FOa& fT GOMII. TO ~
BND.

WUT fi'OR ~Ntll UNFO!lT\INATB

.OUL., DtiATH ....,.,. Nllc.BHAR\LY
'T)1tl •t«> ""' 'n-4B •roaY.

liiiliiii. .

JENNIFER LEWIS • UBC 2004 NATIONAL
WINNER & WINNER OF UBC CORVETTE!!
CALL TODAY!

753-6111

January classes forming now!
WE LOVE TO SEE YOU FIT!

1413 Olive Blvd. • Murray, KY
www.dinhmaa.com

Dare to win

her heart

Cfbe 'Wild tqspberry
~·································
Just in time for C:Valeatiae'a .,ay!

Gifts by "Sandra Magsamen" including
Heart-shaped Gift Tags, Mini Messages, and
Friend & Sister Mugs.
~·································

THE Slatey

Here's how it works- You wnl study for three years at Murray StateThen be admitted to the Doctor of Chiropractic Program at
Logan College. Your fm year of study in the DC program also counts
as your senior year of undergraduate study. After completing the first
year at logan, you will receive the bachelor's degree from
Murray State University. You have now saved a year of time
and expense in this unique dual degree program!

A.n Excidllf N1w

I

SUwr &: DilunotUis From $55-$189

Lee Jewelry
Artisans
Where your ideas turn to gold
University Square
305·0 North 12th
Murray. KY 4271
(270) 759·1141

•NEWS
• SPORTS

Call 4468 or stop by 111 Wilson Hall

3 +3 =7?

Now you can make seven years of study equal to six with the 3+3 Program.
This unique program provides students with the opportunity to complete the
BS degree and the Doctor of Chiropractic degree In one year less than the
usual time.

Conc1pt In St.rlbt1

WRITERS WANTED !!

NEWS

416 Main Street 753-0859

Since When Does•..

Milttta

l

Hours

Mon. · 11u's.
8 a.m. . 10 p.m.
A1. & Sat.

8 a.m. . 9 p.m.
Closed SundiDI

812 Whitnell Drive
Murray

753-3333
753-3853 1

Logan College of Chiropractic gives you the skills to help
patients get well through non-Invasive heahhcare while
preparing you to earn a substantial income commensurate
with your position as a Doctor of Chiropractic. Most DC's
work in a private practice setting, providing lime for
family and other important quality of life priontles.
Contact Logan College at 1-800-533-9210 or at
loganadm@logan.edu to receive an information packet
describing the fastest growing health profession in the world.
You can also visit our website at www.logan.edu.

- -- - •(270) 436-5566 ·- - - - - - 5 miles from Paris Landing on HWY. 119

